lional limit of their session expired. The Governor
refused to reconvene them, and thus, by his own
fault and that of his friends, he was without the
ways and means to pay the current oxpeuses of the
State. He was wrong, but his error was that of a
violent partisan, not the crime of a corrupt magisORIGIN OF THE WHEEL RAKE.
He did not come to Washington with any
trate.
intention to relieve his necessities by plundering
"
•’ tili•-*i
I »i
rakin<'liay. perthe federal treasury. He made no proposition
o'.l well
He
known spring-tooth rake I
either to Mr. Lincoln or Mr. Stanton, that they or
either
of them should become his accomplices in
ill.
lii'i'l
widely used. Tills rake, in- i
any such infamous crime. His promises was to de1,
I in Waldo Co. liy Mr. Kent, of Yermtind payment of a debt due. and acknowledged to
who traveled
be due, from the United States to the State of Inextensively introducing
diana. The money ha>!been appropriated by Couop, rated he hand power, the.holder pressto pay it, and it was paid according to law!
gress
'"'ii til! enough hav was collected to form a
I know not how Mr. Morton may like to see himmade.
done.
a
Come
on a criminal
w inrow. then lifting
said
and
read
regularly
“One
word
charge
“Am
have
il up by main
as
HONEY BEE’S GOSSIP.
more,”
custody
FENCING.
self held up as felon confessing his guilt, but I can
Willoughby.
day
you
the Parliamentary debates to me, if you have l understand that you consent to our union?” j That, would have been utterly impossible and ab- say. with some confidence, that if Mr. Stanton were
.'til to such a heirht that il would clear the
red
find
in
itself
could
the
Hawe.s
Committee
surd.
The
fragrant
Come, darling, you’ve played
lie would call you to a very severe reckoning.
■'
There are many farms on which the fence has
li 'pped, then placing il down beyond, and
“Certainly. You can be married tomorrow, I nothing against him but an error of judgment. alive
nothing else to do."
clover.
What must amaze the readers of your article
cost more than the farm ami fence too would sell
The worthy lady was a red-hot. politician, i if you please. Sir, the happiness of my dear The suggestion must have been to kidnap him,
Till cheeks, lips and forehead have caught its soil ;
■.-litinning till tie- piece was finished. Usually for, either at auction or
more than anything else is the perfect sincerity of
private sale. Let any one
and for three mortal hours she kept him at child is my first consideration, (lad, sir, I < without an accusation or proof of probable cause, the belief which vou express, directly or indirectly,
glow;
ware
,imred to work it, one to drive the who is so unfortunate as to he the owner of a farm I’ve seen
over
and
roll
without
trial
or
and
him
to
some
over;
you
merrily
consign
dungeon
this delighted task; at the expiration of am not a brute—not one of those unnaturalj
in every line of it, that the base misconduct you atl one to hold the rake. This was hard, fenced with post and rail fence, make tin estimate
Come here, to my side; you're tired 1 know.
of which time he succeeded in escaping to parents people read of in novels. Choker hope of other relict. It Stanton attempted to get trihutc to Mr. Stanton is eminently praiseworthy.
l>e surprised liul
ions work, and when time i- not taken into of the cost, and he will not only
this done, lie was guilty of Mich pertidv as would
convinced that what I have stated is not far from Sit down here and listen; I’ll tell you a story;
his room, where he wrote the following note j Block may be a fire-eater in the field; but at have shocked the basest panderer in the court of You seem to be wholly unconscious of defaming
dance, not much improvement upon the old
tile man vou meant to eulogize. But, if yonr factI’ve heard all the flowers and grasses have said; to Eva:—
the truth;—and unless his wooden fence is new
Hut to confute your libel upon Toucey
any rate, he knows how to treat his own tlesh Louis X\
lie accepted, the honor and honesty of them will
lake of time immemorial
All that can be and strong he will lind that it will cost him more i How humming-bird courted the pink morningand Stanton both, it is only necessary to recollect
lam overjoyed at the' and blood.”
Eva:
“Deakest
not he measured by vour staudards. It may be true
for repairs titan the tax on his farm. The wind
glory.
:
n favor of this rake was that hay could be
the fact that kidnapping of American citizens was
with
brief
overwhelm
me
communication.
If.
of
contents
that public opinion lias of late been sadly debauch“Captain, you
grati- at that time wholly unknown and
And afterwards married the pansy instead.
your
will try it, the cattle will try it, the climate will
im- ed but
■ re
absolutely
speedily raked than without il
are
ttie American people liuve not permanentnot
features
;
as you say, my
rot it, the worms and insects will eat it, and do all
altogether j tude.”
possible. We were liviug under a Democratic addust now a brown bee o’er the meadow came flying.
tii* travels among the farmers of Maine, Mr.
ly changed their code of morality. Good faith beto you, may I hope that you will
they can to destroy this very important part of the
“Say no more about it. Clap on your hat ministration. Tyranny had not yet sunk its bloody tween
repulsive
And told what the butter cup said to the sun ;
man and man, personal integrity, social fi'ti« .i Mr. Robert Gritlinof Xorthport Jn this
farmers’ property. After all, some fence that can
and come across the road with me, and I'll fangs into the vitals of the national liberty. The
consent to be mine—mine only?
You know he's a
daisy is dying.
observance of oaths, and obedience to the
gossip—the
wh«» pun based one for his use. Mr Griffin, lie moved from place to place is needed, and must
perjury which afterward made the Con- delity,
systematic
to my daughter at once.”
Willoughby.”
introduce
won.
Because
the
south
has
the
wind
laws
you
ribbon-grass
which
hold society together, have heretofore
be maintained. The outside fence should lie of a
stitution a dead letter was not then established as a
" a' i- t retired machinist, and resides
been numbered among the virtues aud they will be
Back came the reply next morning:—
Scarcely knowing what he was about, Wil- rule of political morality.
upon a more substantial and enduring material.
First i He says that the asters will blossom in season,
The government of God has not been refirm
m tie
share of lVnohscot hay. The among the materials is stone, hut when this is not
“Deak Willoughby : Your reply has I loughby did as he was told. They crossed
And wed with the
Your whole account of tie* “Cabinet scene” at again.
golden rod. yellow and tall,
It is very dull the road together, and the Captain opened which Floyd, “raging and storming, arraigned the constructed. Fraud or force may abolish the Cona
tlii" "hack acher’' set Mr. Griffin's on tlie place, some other material must he brought And the'.bride’s maid, ’lis whispered, he says, and made me feel very happy.
but the Teu Commandments and the
stitution,
out.
The live hedge seems to stand next in point
President and Cabinet,” and “the President trem- Golden Kule are
with reason,
here—no society except my father and moth- j the door with a latch-key.
\\
rk t
1 v i-■■ s,»me improvement.
While
beyond your reach; some person,
of economy and durability. If 1 am not mistaken
and “Stanton met the battled have faith
bled
and
Are flowers that are latest to bloom in the fall.
grew
pale,”
!
said
if
Wil“One
more
moment,
er.
1 long for
enough to believe that even “the gates of
congenial companionyou please,”
! •-» n. it I <i finishing hi- piece, with the most of the shrubs that have been tried have proved
traitor and his fellow conspirators with a storm of hell shall not
prevail agaiust them."
Eva.”
The last thing he hummed to the pretty red clover,, ship.
Thine,
loughby, who was titivating his hair and tierce and tiery denunciations," is a pure and per1
♦ur-iiig -1 *wn his face, and his tired limbs wholly or in part, a failure, uud have been abanlne odious c name ter you nave given Mr, Stanton
Was of the old mullein stalk, withered and gray:
In this delighted manner the days Hew on arranging his cravat.
to boot.
and tlie experimeutor forced hack to the |
fabrication.
It
is
baseless
absurd,
doned,
fectly
is not merely unjust in itself, but, if uncontradicted,
"t n p
lito-1
with the
machine'’ In old wooden fence. More should he written and But just then you laughed, as you gaily rolled over, i
“Are you ready now?” asked the Captain. AVhat was Floyd's arraignment of the President it must
—halcyon days, too, they were lor Willoughlead to other misconceptions of him. BeAnd taking his honey, he hurried awav.
••
-1
b--1 -how i.. ti\ it." Archimedes, in published upon this subject; those who have met
You say for violating their sides the offences
and Cabinet for?
the
of
this
sweetened
anil
by
“Quite.”
interchange
against law, justice, humanity,
by,
so
that
other*
it
lie
should
let
and
the
success
to
the
with
known,
bsecessionists;
charge against and truth which vou have enumerated and assigned
r« ! lhr principle of specific gravity.
“Mr Willoughby Vane,” cried the Cap- pledges
mid similar lover like correspondence. < >n
and Cabinet ot violating their pledges to hiui for his
mav benefit by their suggestions, and those that
the
President
/■mien, bv an apple's fall from the
glorification, he has been charged
A POSTAL COURTSHIP.
the following Monday morning, Mrs. Vane tain, ushering our hero into the drawing- was predicated solely on the fact that Col. Anderhave failed should let their light shine also, that I
with others which, if established, must expose
\\
<t principle ol gravitation il 1nsX have
left town on a visit to some friend in Devon- room.
others may not fall into the same error.
Then, waving his hand, he added. son had removed from Fort Moultrie to Fort Sum- him to universal
execration. For instance. It I*
little
creature
1
“She
is
the
but have been
prettiest
really
.:ishire, leaving her son to keep house at home. “Allow me to introduce to you my wife and ter; and Floyd was disappointed in Col. Ander- asserted that, iu the winter of 1SC1, when he was
-irting by tie- tin1, watching the 11 :i,i no experience in this matter, the
conclusion j I ever saw,” <aid Mr. Willoughby Vane, ns
it over and have come to
as a Southern man,
whom
he
“had
thinking
son,
expected,’'
Black’s
to
That
same
one
si-■ uu from tb«
of
was
led
kettle's spout,
a member of the Cabinet, he gave to Governor
afternoon,
daughter.”
Captain
that the native, sturdy and hardy oak, would make he turned from the window for the fiftieth
to “carry out his purposes in the interest of treaBrown of Mississippi the most emphatic assurance
looked exceedingly foolish as
servants brought the following note for WilSo in a good hedge if properly planted and managed. 11
it and ilexelup steam power.
Willoughby
it
Is
at
best,
and
This
is
mere
son."
addrivelling,
time that morning. “Jane," he added,
he bowed to the two ladies. On a couch by completely exploded by the record, which shows of his conviction that secession was right, and
would plant the acorns in two rows, say about ten ;
same law is fully exemplified.
loughby.
the house maid, who was clearing
him to “go on” with it; that iu 18ti2, while
twelve incites apart, and the same distance lie- i dressing
“Wii.lik: Have you any objections to my the fire-side sat his enchantress, looking more that Col. Anderson's frausfci of his force from urged
t.» be tie
mother of invention. or
lie was writing the most affectionate letters to
have you any
tween tlie hills, so placed that the hills should not away the breakfast things,
in literal
dear
all
?
Matters
have
now bewitchingly radiant than ever; hervia-a-vis Fort Moultrie to Fort Sumter was
papa
General
my
it
telling
e
of
McClellan, he not ouly maligned hiui ai
! ifiii
»n\
father
uien- is the
he. directly opposite each other, but in alternate idea who the people are who have taken old
obedience to orders from the President, which
Washington, but maliciously plotted his defeat and
gone so far that it will be impossible for being the tall, thin, angular woman in black
'l
i.niti'i
b-1 ic*t imitate the great Roman places. When the plants are about one year old Mr. Adderley’s house
drawn
and
transmithad
himself
up,
signed,
Floyd
opposite?”
the destruction cf his army before Richmond that
either of us to retract that we have written, that he had frequently noticed from over die ted. Moreover,
/
/. ’i!" but he, more in ac- they should he cut hack to the ground, this to enFloyd at that time was not in a ho refused in 18P4 to receive the Andersonvillu
“Well, yes, sir, if you please,” returned] bet us take
After the hedge
sure a more \igomus growth.
condition to arraign anybody. He himself had just
papa into our confidence. I way.
cook
at
the
the
“I
met
their
w
:iati\' \ alike** habit. pi*oe(»eded to
handmaiden.
prisoners when offered freely without ransom, «x
lias grown so as to turn cattle, one of tile rows,
know his kind and generous nature well,
“What a contrast,” thought Willoughby, before that been not only arraigned but condemned, change, or other equivalent, though he knew U
i’
-i
*ii-'e.
What was this great which I will call No. 1. may lie cut down for tire- grocer’s the other day, and she said that her
notified
he
would
lmd
him
that
the
President
and
fear
our
unno
that
he
mother
and
have,
will
and
left there, they must perish for want of medicine
“between
oppose
daughter!”
wood, letting row No. '2 stand until No. I has master’s name was Black—Capting Choker
be removed n he did not resign.
'taut and -«* attractive? Simply this,
and food which their captors had not the means to
iou. Tray send me a line by bearer.
“Annie, my dear, Mr. Willoughby Vane is
Whs it this broken-down and powerless man who
grown strong enough to turn cattle; then cut down Black—and that he was slaying here on
11.
fillet mount his rake on wheels,
You know the adage. made the President tremble and grow pule by com- give them. These accusations, vou are aware,
no doubt.
nervous,
No. X as you did No. 1. Thus you can do occasionEva,”
have often been made, with horrible aggravation.'*
leave ol absence, with his wife and daughter,
oi ! nml»' ride but rake at the same
Let us leave the young people together, and ! plaining that a subordinate had unexpectedly obey- which I need not
ally as long as you have need of a fem e or firewood. sir.”
The answer was as follows :
repeat. Hij friends have deI do not propose to top tlie hedge as we do other
he'll soon find his tongue then, I’ll wager,” ed his own orders? You aiv ot silly enough to nied and discredited them, mainly ou the grouui
indeed! Did she happen to mention
Eva: Do whatever yon con“My
Own
“Oh,
lint cut down to the ground when von cut
“storm
of
tierce
and
it
Stanton's
so.
Was
kinds,
tiery
\\ t|.i
ri<l: ig over yout Helds with
that hi* character was wholly above such imputa
said the captain, addressing the younger of say
at all.
the young lady’s name?”
denunciation?'' Stanton was no slonnrr in the turns. But
sider best. My fate is in your hands. If
[Maine Farmer.
have done vour full best to make
>!• :n* improved wheel rakes ot
the two ladies, who immediately rose from
of such men as he then had t<» deal with. this defence you
Ipresence
should
retuse
his
consent,
“Yes, sir. She called her Miss Eva.”
worthless. If he wore the cloak' oi
your papa
her seat.
CUCUMBERS.
-n'
t
OF
fin' k> are due to this stray TO
His language was habitually deferential, his whole constitutional
HAVE PLENTY
with us, and put on tin*
“Eva! what a charming name!” murmur- But 1 will not think ot anything so dreadful!
democracy
•iiirad* who earned it tirst into
“Stay, sir—there is some mistake here!” bearing decent, and his behavior at the council
livery of abolitionism with you, why should he not
A correspondent of flic Horticulturist writes: l ed Willoughby to himself, and then he added Fear not that I shall ever retract. Life withwas entirely tree from the insolence you imboard
he
is—"
said
“This
said Willoughby.
assume the garb of a secessionist with men of the
lady
;
nti• ■!i.
Resetting tin* steel spring liiul a narrow border not more than two and a half aloud:
out you would be a desert, with no oasis to
pute to it; Your talcs do not hang together. No South? If he tried to get his friend Toucey kid
pointed to the gaunt female.
in w
and Njiitahle head, with a pair feet wide, on the edge of a high fence. I planted
one can give credence to vour report of bold and
“That will do, Jane, thank you.”
it. Yours until death,
brighten
napped, what moral principle could hinder hiui
three cucumber hills in the border, and laid some
“My daughter, sir!” said the Captain. stormy denunciation by Stanton in the presence of from
inw.ii'l wheels upon a wide axle, tin*
Mr. Willoughby Vane was a bachelor,
the ruin of his friend McClellau?
WlLLOIGHliV.”
brush (such as is used for pea vines) between them
first wife.”
his colleagues, and at the same time If he contrivingexerted himself at
find
his
chief
by
daughter
my
“My
in*d t<» lii r do-h. .d )»y >t rap hinges, the and the fence. As soon as
craftily
your end of the
they crept up to the twenty-eight years old, rich, indolent and
That evening, just as Willoughby bad fin“And this—” ejaculated our hero, turning believe what you say of him at another place,— avenue to bring on a bloody civil war, which acad
lie lived with a ished
tin i\m b\ strong, Niiitable, flexible brush, L pinched oil' the ends of the vine, which tolerably good looking.
where you describe him as a dastard, skulking1
lie heard a loud double knock to the
dinner,
declarations
at
to
his
own
cording
your cud was
young lady.
•'
w.i.'i i >! b o ! upon tie baek etui of thickened rapidly around the roots, and in every widowed mother in a pleasant house in the
about in the dead of night to find a place of conceal- unlawful and
at the street, door; and, on its being opened,
causeless, what crime against human
“Is my second wife, sir !”
direction, throwing out the most vigorous foliage Cladham
to make him sale, and confessment
remote
enough
else
to
hi
|o
the
and
a
few
and,
road,
having nothing
rake,
p uji
uiji
a strange voice inquired, in a loud tone.
and profusion of flowers.
Mr. Willoughby Vane lied from his home ing that he did not dare to breathe his accusation in life was he not capable of committing? If he willeft our prisoners to certain starvation and
i!i
in v.
(angled notion" was ready
I did not allow the cucumbers to grow, but do, had fallen desperately in love with his
“Ts Mr. Willoughby Vane at home?”
The erawiing s\»ophaiu—the fully
that night. About a month later his almost the face of day.
then
falsely to throw the odium of their
an
watched them, and such as 1 wished to reserve for pretty vis-a-vis, and anxiously sought
\ w
*t M r. (i rirliii's experiment having
opHis heart beat violently, as Jane, entering broken hearted mother received a letter from stealthy spy—who bargained so carefully for dark- death managed
upon the political enemies of the party iu
However, the room said :—ness and secrecy when he made lus reports, must
ai'< no. 1
:i
whole neighborhood assembled the table I picked as soon as they became of proper portunity for an introduction.
and thus contributed very largely to the
him explaining the whole affair; and the
size; and all the rest were gathered every day for
uulitted to play the part of Jupiter power,
having discovered the. name of his enchanenslavement of the Southern States, was not that
m
lie op.rat ion, fully experting and freely
“A gentleman wishes to speak to you in postmark bore the words “Montreal, Cana- have been wholly
pickles; every day pinching off the bud at the end tress, he determined to address her
Tonans in a square and open conflict. It is not an act of “intense and
anony- the library. Sir.”
abounding patriotism,” as
I'j
olur.a An with all inprovements, of each shoot. In this way the hill continued fresh
da.”
possible that the fearless Stanton of your “Cabinet well
of your praise as some others for
and productive until they were touched by frost. mously by letter.
And she handed him a card, inscribed
! scene'* could be the same Stanton who, at one whichworthy
i.\
in .oil', and attempt^ to advanee, either
it? Those who give
have
bestowed
you
Some judgment (nut be formed of the value’of this
Having decided upon taking this step, the “Captain Choker Black, C. B., II. M.’s lT'.tth
| o’clock in the night, was “squat like a toad" at the credit to you will find it perfectly logical to believe
[From the Galaxy for .June.]
i_
uliun m.‘«'liani«‘s, or >cieiiee, there is alSumner,
practice when I add that more than a barrel of next thing to be done was to put it in execu- Foot.”
ear
of
the worst that has ever heen said of him.
ii iid -n- y !•
SEN. WILSON AND EDWIN M. STANTO N. |
old water, a feeling pickles were made from three hills, besides allow- tion
throw
: and having shut himself in his little
Essaying by his devilish arts to reach.
Sejanus has passed for about the worst specimen
“1 will be with him in a moment,” said
ing a supply for the table.
i.at
an ant agoiiisiu t bat lie who attempts
The organs of his fancy.
of
he
after
futile
sucministerial depravity whom we have any accouut
many
attempts,
and he swallowed a couple of 'To the Honorable
Whenever a leaf begun to look rusty or yellow- study,
Senator from
Willoughby;
Wilson,
that
to
most
Henry
me
it
hut nothing is recorded of him which might
oimt i.
Rut iieie the\ were destined to
I
take
of;
emphatically
deny
upon
ish, it was removed, and the cucumbers and leaves seeded in framing on epistle to the lady to glasses oi sherry to nerve him for the interMassachusetts.
Mr. Stanton ever “wrote a full and detailed account not he believed of Stauton, if you are regarded a>
Hie failure did not eome, and were cat off with large scissors, so as not to dis- his satisfaction ;
•.j !• untmint.
begging her, if she valued view.
have
the
can
credible authority; for you have made it a labor ot
of that Cabinet scene-’ by which you
turb or wound the -< ine. There is an advantage in his
[Concluded.]
»;
.tie: > ar. till now soim- lifleen years, Mr.
he
peace of mind, to return an answer to
least hope of being corroborated. 1 cannot prove a love to paint him as a master iti the loathsome arts
“Captain Choker Black, I believe
them run into brush instead of trailing over
The truth is, Mr. Stanton was in perfect accord
v
is
inIimn iiNi-d that Nairn- rake, and it may be seen having
assertion
“W. V., The Post-office, Clapham common.” said as he entered the
show
that
I
can
of treachery, dissimulation and falsehood—unfaithbut
your
the ground; because they are much injured by
library.
with tin* administration, before and after he be- negative; That be should have coolly indited a let- ful alike to
do at hi' farm m North port, the pioneer of
That done, he went out for a walk, and
private friendship and to public duty.
“Your servant. Sir,” said the gallant came a part of it, on every question of fundamental credible.
being trodden on, and by being kept low on the
foolish
tilled
with
never
sent
it,
With the talents lie possessed and the principles
ter, even though he
w he I- loki -n\ Ntein.
hushes they can be easily" and thoroughly examin- dropped the letter in the nearest box.
in eye, was buisily en- principle. He had unlimited confidence in the
a dozen men
which
half
to him, he might have made an inval
of
his
own
ascribe
Captain—who,
glass
you
prowess,
brags
ed over every day. which is essential, il'n cumbers
M
*; .ihii oi*tamc«l out- ot tin* earlier patterns
Regularly three times a day tor a week af- gaged in scrutinizing an engraving of the men with whom he was acting, and they confided then
living could prove to be false, was not consist- able Grand Vizier to a Turkish Sultan—provided
are overlooked, and grow very large, it stops the
ins
and
of
in
For
chief
some
his
him.
he
to
see
terward
called
at
the
colleagues
v, ent either with his prudence, veracity, or taste.
the Sultan were in the prime of life and had no
post-othce
“Your servant, Sir.
Battle of Navarino,
inning** Mower, one of tin tir.st year's Myles, yield of that vine.
an attachment literally boundless; for
lie
whether an answer had arrived for him. As Have I the
Besides, he often spoke with me about the events powerful brother near the throne; hut in a free
‘i.
tie utter-liar was »>t oak, u heavy beam
of addressing Mr. Wil- all professed
of them who stayed during the term, and for of that
pleasure
he
did
in
and
never
my
hearing
I lie week advanced, Willoughby began to
country such a character cannot he thought ot
period,
Vane ?”
i.
Thompson, who did not stay, he was warm in his manifest the slightest disposition to misunderstand without disgust and abhorrence.
tinges-guaials bolte«l to it. This was a
FISH.
lose his appetite, and grew so restless and loughby
You
would
now
have
us
believe
that
a
friendship.
j or misrepresent them. On the contrary when
inIf in your eyes the “intense and abounding
Willoughby bowed.
apparatus, and left a Mublde of four inches
In spite ot all that has been written on the propa- irritable that Mrs. Vane, like a fond mother,
of course, you know the busi- these were merely the nets of an accomplished im- statement resembling yours about the Cabinet patriotism*’ of Stanton is sufficient to atone not only
“Then,
i'
lidit. *0011 getting out of repair, aad proving
that while he was, in appearance, zealous- j scene was
I
porter;
in
a
London
for
ill the faults he had, hut for all the offences
suggestgation ot tish, few persons are aware how systema- fancied that her dear boy was unwell, and ness that has
paper,
published
*'•
i •.
’In .1-ign<*>! purpose. A year or
brought me here ?”
ly co-operating with us. he was reporting to you ed that he ought to contradict it: and ho replied, against law and morals which the utmost fertility
tically the business is carried on, or its great value. begged him to consult their medical attendand
of
treason
in
the
nervous,
"lie
saw
knowing
that
scarcely
every
part
a
to
govern.abrieatTerribly
in
lHfW
there
were
tarried
been
It
is
that
»ti«- .r-»•
«-tiller-bar wa- brought out.
ot your imagination can lay to his charge; and
reported
explaining how and by whom it had
ant.
lint her son laughed at the idea, know- what answer to
make, our hero bowed ment;” and that In* was secretly using all the cd, hut said it was not worth a contradiction, tor in the vocabulary, means devotion to the interest*
London market alone nearly four million pounds of
M
ift'
Plane i auotlu r lnaehine with this,
was beyond the
his power to stir up the vilest passions e\tv man of common
means in
would know it of that political sect which has vou for one of its
salmon worth a million of dollars. These tish are ing well that his complaint
intelligence
again.
a
i;
_• .... I
•tnlitioi
os-1 ha- u>e<l it
us.
You cannot destroy priests. This will not suffice. \'ou cannot safely
furnished from the rivers ot Ireland. England and doctor’s skill to cure.
to be a more tissue of lit".
“Come, come, sir, don’t be afraid to speak against
Some overt acts of the treachery you ascribe to Stanton's character of scum* and
e.n ! ill tlie pi -.-lit season.
Scotland. The lishing rental of the river Tay for
lie was beginning to despair of ever redcrency by citing blacken a man with one hand and neutralize the
confiher
me
lias
made
out!
him arc curious; for instance, the Sumner story, 1 his own authority ngaiu-t himself. Nor can you effect
daughter
My
dollars
in
the
1S(>4
was
v
gold.
o !j
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dant,
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ah. a ti
Mr. Sumner called on him at his office, for what 1 weakanyinvention of soim*
purelia*ed Mr. Manny’s patent ed very much since that time. The propagation of on the seventh morning, a letter was handed Eva lias told me all!”
who
indeed dignify and adorn human nature. U Is an
scurvy politician
a daininillaelure at \V..reester. Mass., visit- tin- oyster lias been carried to a great extent in tins to him by the post-mistress, written in
Hero poor Willoughby blushed up to the purpose you do not disclose. Mr. Stanton did not j sought to win the patronage of otic administration exalted and comprehensive species of charity,
receive his visitor either with the politeness of a ;
and city in the country is ty female hand, and addressed to “\V. V.” roots of his hair.
village
another.
which hid‘s a multitude of sins. The patriotism
country.
Every
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it.i:
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M
after
maligning
by
place Miortly
gentleman or the courtesy title to a Senator, much
with them, it must require many millions Almost unahlc to conceal his emotion, he
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“You see, 1 know all about it. You have less with the cordiality of a friend; but hustled i
».'!e
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lake oil wheels.
of oysters a year to do it. In France tin* oyster
to
some
Some cogging, cozening slave,
office, foundation of free institutions and set the noble
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the shop, broke open the seal, and
him out of the building as if ashamed to be seen
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a a- t1 • seen I*1
...
Mr. < iritlin is an agent culture is carried on to an extent absolutely as- quitted
Hath devised this slander.
example of implicit obedience to the laws; the
the contents.
in daylight, lie told him expressly that
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and, although you have never exchanged with him
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De- patriotism of John Hampden, who voluntarily deof
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a
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mad**
furnish
They
three words together, you are already
is as i'-rroueous as that which you have voted his fortune and his life to the maintainaiiee
*
11.!
Ml (>litlin Mowed him his improve- ponds
would see him at one o’clock that night. The hour j partment
wholesome food to meet the wants of man. We for he read the letter over again and again,
of his conduct while Attorney < iom ral. You of legal justice; the patriotism of t’ato, who resistgaged to be married. Mighty expeditious, came, and then, when the city was wrapped ill given
u
!r r.ikin
and »g* llier they convassed hope and believe the time is not far distant when kissed the
in
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breast
coat
it
>av that he cordially endorsed Mr. Cameron’s ed the destructive madness of his countrymen and
envelope, put
by weed! Ifa! ha! ha! Bray excuse sleep, h«- skulked away to the meeting-place, where, recommendation
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to arm the negroes against the greatly fell with a falling State; the patriotism of
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idea
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of the Smith : that Mr. Lincoln disap- Hamel OVonnell, who spent his time and taleuts
I'le ie vi winter after this. Mr. Whitcomb They
of the window of the
tales which he did not dure to utter in the hearing white people
chusetts and New Hampshire are initiating experi- amorata looking out
comical! 11a! ha! ha!”
il to In* suppressed; that :n constant efforts to relieve his people trom the
of the parties they were intended to ruin. Ami j proved this and required
rine uti t upon the hlea tliere reeeiveil, aild as ments on this
subject, and if found to succeed, it opposite house, as usual.
As the Captain appeared to he in very
afterward, when < ameron “felt flic pressure of the galling yoke of clerical oppression; the patriotism
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and
were
benefactors!
thoM*
parties
he
ui/ht <.ut the rake that hears his name, will be well for us in Maine to see what cun
11:.
For a moment, his first impulse was to sahumor, Willoughby’s courage began to Into what unfathonied gulfs of moral degradation multiplied labor,” he proposed to resign, but of the elder Pitt, who, speaking in the cause of
u.
him In. patent. Others have im- done towards stocking our water-. [Maim* Far- lute her respectfully; but immediately after- good
his oiler with a condition that “some one universal liberty, loudly rejoiced that America had
must the man have fallen who could be guilty of coupled
rise.
mer.
not unfriendly to his policy,” namely, the policy of resisted the exactions of a tyrannical Parliament;
ward he bethought himself that, as he was
ttie minor parts, and ohupon. u ailded
“Don’t mention it, sir. You are her this! Hilt remember, this is another second hand arming
negroes, to which Mr. Lineoln was himself to such patriotism some errors may be pardoned.
and you are not a competent witness. We
still incognito, the young lady would, perit i. iii patent* ond**r various names, till
HOW TO MOVE EVERGREENS.
that Cameron did resign upon these When men like these are found to have committed
father, and have a right to do what you iitorv,
to call Mr. Sumner, if you please. opposed;
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the
action.
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by
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--uotigh rake- to *uit tin* most fastidterms and used the privilege conceded to him by a fault, it is well that history should ileal with It
But 1 sincerely trust that you have Let him
testify what treason Stanton disclosed, and
The Prairie Farmer says: Now, then, to accom- how could she have any idea that he was please.
the name of Stanton, everybody who tenderly,
u,. > fi nn which 14* .loose. all springing
no objections to otter.”
explain, if lie can, how this midnight and secret in- suggesting
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Cameron did not
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rtin *e< nt. d liit- hy patent lie would have made
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tt/tcith of such a thing even in his own office, lest it
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you name as the recipients of liis secret communi- !|
“You are an only son, I believe i1”
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cations, not one man of moderate views is inelud-: of
“I am.”
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ilia, true
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W'er years of
It is morally impossible that Stanton could have
“(rood.” And down went 111“ note in the
DISINFECTANTS.
parlies- accused. Me cautiously selected their bit- given his uprroval to Cameron's abortive report on virtues,”
to himself; “liow very provoking the dear
ail-i 111\efltis *Uld\ he brought
>ok.
Mr. Stanton’s reputation is just now iti a critical
terest enemies, and poured his venom into hearts
tin* negroes; for he was at that time a white man condition. He took no care of it while he lived
I do wish pocket-la
1.
One pint of tips liquor of chloride of zinc, in is! She never will look this way.
hi- llloWel.
Miller* have sei/.-dthe leading
alreadv festering with spite. The House raised a
“Your age ?’’
inch of him, proud of the great race he sprang and he
every
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a
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1
could
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treasonable
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-‘to
committee
eye,
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investigate
it.-; made
Mimics from them, while he
from', and full of faith in il>< anaeitv to tight it-own
“Twenty-eight, next liirtUday.”
in another pail of water. This is perhaps the
and conspiracies," upon which there were mem- battles and
What a horridly sotir-looking old crab the
would have “to men’s charitable speeches.” He need* u more
constituits.-If.
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-V» w i- ail deserving, two years ago, was workNothing
Good,
govern
your
most effective of anything that can he used, and
“Twenty-eight!
bers of both parties. Stanton did not go before it
mother is! Depend upon it, Willoughby, that tion
humiliated him more than to see the American ! discriminating eulogist than you, and far better
f
niaehiue >!iop
Algirus Brown of when thrown upon "decayed vegetable matter of
healthy !”
and tell bis story; nor did he mention the subject
child is anything but happy at home
people relinquish their rightful plae.* in the front defence than Lam able to make. I ha e not atwill
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believe
so.
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I intend* I
an
by
and
arrangement
1 am informed.
mumps."
free government, and sneak hack behind the Afri- tempted to portray his good qualities;
‘J. Three or four pounds of sulphate of iron ters hint as much.”
And having given vent whooping-cough,
Good." Dawes were informed” of what they wanted to can for protection in war or in pea *e. Long after only to protest against your shameless parade *>i
“Disorders peculiar to intaney.
M
io •*!•■.»— to i|., till- uniipie pioneer
committee
of
that
a
(copperas) dissolved in a pailful of water will, in to his
vigil- he was
know. It appears, too,
feelings, he would put on his hat and And the Captain scribbled away again.
Secretary of War he told Mr. Mallory of vices to which he was not addicted, and crime-*
ho sufficient to remove allotlcnh
: > »ur f ur a* a liieuieiito of the
ance was organized bv the more active republican
pa*l, and a many cases,
walk to the Post-otlice, or shut himself in his
business or pro- members of Congress; in other words, the extreme Kentucky that he not only refused to sanction the which he never committed; and this I have don*
sive odors.
“Are
in
you
any
engaged
hi
t-t v\ itit the present.
We hope he will do so,
enlistment of a negro regiment, hut had punished
Chloride of lime is belter to scalier about room and compose another note to his fession ?”
partisans of both Houses got up a secret body of an officer for merely proposing it. 1 understand not only because it is just to him but necessary lbi
uiii”! tail to attract much attention from our damp places, in yards, in’damp cellars, and upon “Dearest Eva.”
their own, not to perform any legal duty pertaining that
“None."
J. S. Bi.a»k
you have promised to contradict yourself on the vindication of others.
om* i* an 1 citizen*.
There could he no more heaps of tilth. [Scientific American.
At length, three weeks having flown rapto their offices, not to devise public measures for
will keep your word.
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a
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1 ivasury. m
manner,
interesting, or u*eful cabinet of relies
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Your account of ibis raiu upon tie
idly away
“On my private income, < laptain.”
but to prowl about in the dark for something to
THE TALLOW-TREE.
ter one morning from the young lady, which
ui o-uies constructed, than one made
up of
“Then all I can say is, you’re an uncom- gratify personal malice or make a little capital for company with Governor Morton, would look very
The Lindsay-IIayward tragedy, in Cheater,
made
ill
a
by anybody else Inti
ran as follows :
panegyric,
ViMieuitural tools of this country. The
You were a member of that commit- strange
This tree, Indigenous to China, has recently been
Front the
have given, but Va., has been briefly chronicled.
the
facts
monly lucky fellow to be able to subsist on theirasparty.
will
restate
1
von.
you
it was tit you should be, and Mr. Stanton
“to w. v.
>the-.!i
pitchfork*, plows, harrows, and wag- introduced into India, and there are now tens of
that. 1 only wish 1 could. What is your tee,
without the drapery by which you can conceal from Richmond papers we gather that Lindsay.
"warnings and suggestions” how to
of
thousands
trees
on the Government plantations.
you
gave
which
must
-a*, with tlie improvements made
them
unavoidably
yourself tlie view of
arrived in Chester from Richevery ten years The tree fruits
“Slit: —As it is useless to continue a cor- income!”
proceed. That is what you call "rising in that lie taken by ail men who believe in the obligation Hie dedeascd,
abundantly both, in the Dhoons and
M< 1
the tool* of each decade l»v themselves. on the
“About seven hundred a-year.”
on Wednesday afternoon last, and procrisis above the claims of partisanship.” At night
plains, and grows with great rapidity. respondence in this manner, I think it is now
winter ol mond
Ill
tile
or devine.
law.
human
of
anv
'V ij-. would not be glad to see th« state,
“Is it in house property, shares in limited he assisted you to rake the sewers in search of mato the bar-room of Capt. Hayward
througli its Many trees raised from seeds planted eight years time for you to throw off your incognito, and
'.Slid, the Legislature of Indiana was dissolved be- ceeded
It in public com- terials to bespatter Ills colleagues, and every morn\gr*« uiiural Society gather up sin-li a collection? ago are now at least two feet in diameter. l)r. reveal your true name and position to one to companies, or the funds?
fore the appropriations had been made to carry on which adjoins the hotel kept by himself. The
“renew
the
assur(hem
to
before
Jameson prepared from the seeds of tip- fruit one
or aid in pulling troops in the
W tiat a oiilra*t there would he between the old
whom you are not totally indifferent. Be- panies, I should be sorry to give two years’ ing heofappeared
captain, after mixing liquor for Lindsay and
It was the State government
his distinguished consideration.”
hundred pounds or tallow, half of which has been
ance
Held. Of course, I’ongress did not, and could not, a friend who
w ooden
in your estimation, "he consecrated himaccompanied him, joined them,
plow of ITToand the light steel plow of given to the Punjab
in order to have its lieve me that nothing inspires love like mu- purchase for the lot.”
thus
that,
on
the
State
for
govmake appropriations
railway,
carrying
“In the New Three per Cents.”
and all three drank together. Hayward, as
self to the Initi/ duties of an exalted patriotism.”
*v’»
What volume* would those clumsy, awk- qualities as a lubricant of axles tested. This tallow tual confidence. Prove to me that I have not
or putting troops in the field, which the
ernment
burns with a clear, inodorous Dame, and without been imprudent in
re
What cargoes of defamatory falsehood he must State was bound to raise at her own expense. Hut soon as they had drained their
“Good. 1 think I may say, very good !
answering your letters by
.»rd implements *peak to the perceptive spirit of
You do not
smoke. 'The leaves of the tree arc valuable as a at once
have consigned to you; keeping!
I
me who you are.
It is What sort of temper are you ?”
tne Governor determined to get what money he (piosted Lindsay to step into the hotel; that
informing
us
some
you
have
Memories dye, and the timls r, being white and close-grained,
.-r*.gre*-i\e Agriculturist of to-day.
given
break the foul bulk, but
with no feeling of idle curiosity I ask this,
“Well, that’s rather a difficult, question to samples which deserve examination. He de- ! wanted without authority of law. and he looked to a gentleman was there who was desirous of
the olden time would come with the old wooden- is well iitted for printing blocks.
said Willoughby, smiling lor the nounced Mr. Toucey as false to his country, inspir- I Washington for assistance. President Lincoln de- seeing hint. The two went into the hotel
but simply for our mutual satisfaction.
answer,”
>i 1 harrow, ot those
clined to aid him, because no motley could lie taken
hurrnu'imj ‘‘times that
ed Dawes’ resolution against him, and expressed
first time.
Eva.”
Yours, &c.,
Mr. and up to the second floor, and Captain 11
from the Treasury without appropriation.
i men** soul*.** Our state
ADORN YOUR HOMES.
preserves the sword
at all!” returned the the belief t hat he ought to be arrested. Let us look
not
To which Willoughby replied by return of
it,
sir,
to, saw the critical condition opened his unmarried daughter’s chamber
“Hang
Stanton,
applied
being
n-t warrior, the musket, of the
a
moment.
at this
soldier, the shot
and without scruple, joined him door.
Some one writes lxitli gracefully and forcibly: post:—The lady was in bed, and a physician
Captain. “If any one asked me my temper, I
face Mr. Stanton breathed no of the Governor,
To Mr.
'‘e
-i
.iiiou* battle-fields, and why not pre “I would be glad to see more parents understand
ins iitianical enterprise, lie drew a warrant for of the
confoundedly syllable ofToucey's
“Deaiikst Eva:—If you will permit me should say,
was sitting in a chair beside her
Hasty, sir!
censure upon his official conduct as in
place
it
and
to
the
of dollars,
”
gave
pea--etui mementoes of man's endeav- that when they spend money judiciously to improve to call
so! Have you not for weeks past hasty!’ And Choker Black's proud of it, sir head of the Navy Department. To the President or a quarter of a million
led Lindsay up tothe bedside, and
you
Hayward
not
without
as
he
and
adorn
the
house
to
and
the
around
it,
pleased,
only
Governor
spend
grounds
li!-• >Uilitiou, and
new
('shine! he expressed no doubt of his wisdom,
productive industry. they are in effect paying their children a premium 1 observed a young man with his hair brushed —proud of it!”
authorized by any appropriation for that pur- turning down the sheet, showed him a
less of his honesty. He met him every day being
law appropriating born male child, at the same time remark
to stay at home as much as possible and enjoy it; back, anxiously watching you from the winof
X
ill
defiance
hut
express
“Say about the average,” answered Wil- much
pose.
with a face of smiling friendship. Toucey certainbut when they spend ruouey unnecessarily in line dow of the
the same money to another and a totally dilVereut ing: “Let me introduce you to your son
opposite house? And although loughby, timidly.
THE CHERRY BIRD.
had not the remotest idea that Stanton was deseemsaid the .Captain jot- ly
clothing and jewelry for their children, they are
object. If this lie true, the guilt of the parties can
the
never
taken
have
average,”
“Temper
slightapparently
faming him behind his back, or conspiring with hardly lie overcharged by any words which the the victim of your villany.” Lindsay
them a premium to spend their time away you
paying
1 lie
dai '-i
lu rry bird, a- in* is often called on
with guilt and despair. He
“T think those are about all abolitionists to destroy his reputation. He would
It was getting ed overwhelmed
from home—that is, in those where they can attract est notice of him, I trust that his features are ting it down.
will
supply.
language
English
to
mint of hi- >U|i|Mised predilection for tlial fruit,
poison
on the bed, looked at the
I am that the questions I have to ask you. You know as soon have suspected him of an intent
the most atttention and make the most display.”
not altogether repulsive to you.
out of the public treasury, not only unlaw- sat himself down
is
his food or stab him in his sleep. Can it be possi- moneyhut
oimnoitly looked upon with rather a suspicious
individual.
by a process as dishonest as larceny. It child and the mother, hut said not a word.
my daughter by sight ?”
fully,
was the author of the Dawes resoStanton
that
i-vc, as if ,iu the whole, he would do more harm
ble
involved tlie making of a Iraudlent warrant, of Howard sternly demanded, “Are you tin“I have had the pleasure ot seeing her
than good. This i» not so. He is among the most
“Charmed by the graceful magic of thine eye.
TO CURE A BAULKY HORSE.
lution?
which the moral turpitude was no less than that father of this child ?"
Lindsay said, “If sinuseful of the little leathered songsters, and ought
This resolution is found m the ‘•Congressional
frequently—-front die window, sir !”
Day alter day I watch, and dream, and sigh;
committed by a private individual when In* fabriA Maine luan gives his method of treating baulky
1 am.” Hayward then
to lie proteeled.
Watch thee, dream of thee, sigh lor thee alone.
Hr. Trimlile, who has studied the
“And you think you would lie happy with Globe,” Second Session, Thirty-sixth Congress, cates and utters
It
was a gross and says so, I reckon
a false paper.
horses as follows: “Let me inform the humane
habits and food of this bird says:
Fair star of Clapham—may I add, mine own
lSliO-til, part second, pp. U2.J-2*. The proceeding
her ?”
“My
violation of the oath which th Governor turned to his daughter, and asked,
I have given it a thorough investigation. I men and hostlers, and all who hold the rein, that
was begun, no doubt, in the hope of finding some- palpable
1 am certain ot it.”
To quote, with some alterations, the noble
had both taken, ft was, by the daughter, 1 ask you in the presence of this
and
“Think,
Secretary
he
Captain!
could
founded
of
the
to
cure
have killed many; more than I ever will again.
oil which the charge
way
baulky horses is to take them from stanza of the
thing
ol
tinembezzlement
a felonious
She repoet Brown ! And now 1 have
mam is be the father of the child?”
In the stomach of one I found several canker the carriage and whirl them rapidly round till they
“Very good. “Now, harkye, Mr. Wil- scattering the navy to prevent it from being used statute of 1840,
money thus obtained, punishable by line and ten
norms, so
perfect as to be readily identified, and are giddy. It requires two men to accomplish this, a favor to ask you. Whenever you see me loughby Vane. Marry her, treat her well, against the South. Hut that failed miserably; and years* Imprisonment'in the penitentiary. The par- plied, --He is.” Hayward then menacingly
lb- heads ot enough more to make
and inquired, “If he had anyreported nothing worse than “a
thirty-six in all. one at the horse’s tail. Don’t let him step out. at the window, take no notice of me at pres- and be happy. Neglect her, blight her young the committee the
to your version, were both con- faced Lindsay,
of
Chink "I that! One cedar bird taking at a single Hold him to the smallest possible circle. (Inc dose ent, lest
Secretary in accepting without ties, accordingly
my mother should observe it. In a affections by harshness or cruelty, and hang grave error”
scious of the high crime they were perpetrating, thing in justification ol his crime to say."
of
certain
naval
the
meal thirtv canker worms. This insect Inis for will often cure him; two doses are final with the
or
resignation
inquiry
few days she will be going out of town, and me sir, if 1 don’t riddle you with bullets! delav
for vou make one say to the other, “If the cause Lindsay rejoined, quite coolly, “I must have
iialf a century been a iierfeel scourge of the apple worst horse that ever refused to stir. [Rural New
officers. Even this had no foundation in law or
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Brussels, Aug. 2, The corrcshmideut of the I11in 1771-2. The wars of the French
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thus putting the then powerful monarchies of ventions to resolve, when the party is firmly acter and most unsullied record, and one work for some weeks past repairing the
idea was neutrality, the second, preparation for the
A nice little boy in I’ittsburg went to the
The Log of the Dauntless shows: J uly 5,
worst,. Her neutrality is neither indifference nor
France and Spain into the same hands and determined to give no relief. It has the whose weight of character and abilities works, and we hope soon to be supplied with
circus tlie other day, and amused himself
selfish.' isolation.1' She wishes to keep the evils of ran 103 miles; fresh westerly wind and ha1 understand an effort is being
the European equilibrium, power in Congress, it refuses to act, and would be felt in Congress. With the feeling gas light.
war within the smallest circle, and to retain the I
throwing stones at the elephant while he was
zy ; 7th, heavy gales, wind S. W.; lost Charles utterly destroying
where
po wer to intervene at the proper moment. Nothing Scott and Albert De Mar overboard, while created the
of
is
made
the
must
that
itself
in
take
the
favor
of
the
alliance
the
war
the
and
every
by
city government to have our drinking. When he got through, the boy
manifesting
grand
present
w ill be done to forfeit the
friendship of either party,
of the Democracy, added to the divided state streets lighted so that we shall not be oblig- tried to propitiate him by offering him a
and nothing will be omitted to weaken their confi- furling the jib—hove to two hours— got out Spanish succession. The Emperor of Ger- state of things.
to give
piece ot gingerbread. Before accepting the
dence, so that we may avail ourselves of the first boat—was reluctantly compelled
of the radicals in the First District, we re- ed to “grope our way in darkness."
the
Duke of Saxony, the King of
many,
cake, the elephant emptied about sixty-four
opportunity for renewing our efforts at mediation them up. 16th, night squally, heavy head
in the quarrel which is the most mournful and
The exciting ocean race between the Eng- gard the election of Mr. Haines as good as
Quite a number of distinguished gentle- gallons of water, beer measure, over the bov,
sea—split fore staysail, broke jibboom, hove England, and the States-General of the
miserable ever witnessed by mankind.
men have been in town during the past week, and then
to over an hour.
27th, ran 80 miles; pass- United Provinces, united in this grand alli- lish yacht Cambria and the American yacht assumed.
slung him into the third tier to dry
ENGLAND WILL DRAW THE SWORD.
ed Sandy Hook lightship at 4 :47 p. m. Great- ance. The
the number I would mention lion. off. This boy is very indifferent about chof Portugal afterwards Dauntless, ended on the 27th, when both
among
King
London. Aug, I. It is now certain that England est run ol the Dauntless 227 miles.
ouses now.
The Lewiston Journal says that lion. John
He says he believes he doesn’t
Hannibal Hamlin, (Jen. Fremont and Lady,
the anti-French confederacy. Marl- vessels reached New York, the Cambria onwill lie in the war. It is decided that should Belgicare for them as much as he used to.
The Cambria sailed up to the Brooklyn joined
Ware holds $180,000 of mortgages on tlie
um lie in any way menaced, England will draw
and Mr. Field, late Assistant Attorney
Navy Yard Wednesday morning, ami will go borough and Prince Eugene of Savoy were ly one hour and ten minutes ahead.
the sword for her defence.
Penobscot and Kennebec Railroad, which fell
It is a fact of some interest that, when Gen.
General, who is spending his summer vacaThe Cambria arrived off Cape ltaco in IS
The London Tim?.* in an editorial this morning on the dry dock immediately and receive a the great military leaders in behalf of the
due last week. Judge Rice tendered Mr.
on Gladstone's speech at the Mansion Mouse,
McClellan
was in Berlin three years ago.
Hon.
William
says thorough overhauling and repairs, prepara- “balance of powerwhich was reestablished
father-in-law’s,
at
his
tion
from
of
the
time
endays
departure,
that Gladstone is ready for war, and will meet niiy
Ware the amount in greenbacks, which Mr.
Marshal Von Moltke took an early opportn
tory to entering the races in American wa- by the prevention of the union of the French countered
Nomf.N.
this
of
littiick to interfere with the neutrality of Belgium.
MeLoon,
and
city.
frequent icebergs Ware
heavy fogs
ters for the Queen's cup, now held by an
nity to see the General and assure him of tho
declined, stating that under the deLondon, Jnly 31—Midnight. Disiiatches from
One of our city preachers says the soul is high admiration in which he was held as a
I'aris state that the Emperor’s headquarter's to- American
yacht. The New York Yacht andSpanishcrownsunderlhe poaceof Utrecht on the passage. The greatest run in any cision of the Supreme Court he is entitled to
not magnetism.
night are at St. A volt, near the frontier. This in- Club will give Mr. Ashbury a complimenta- in 1712.
Probably not. Neither is military man by European tactitians. “I
Subsequently two new powers, one day was 208 miles. She did not sight
dicates that a general engagement is close at hand. ry
at Dclmonieo’s,
gold. The corporation declines to pay gold, it gin and sugar, ice-water beeswax, nitro- have studied your campaigns carefully,"
Prussia and Kussia, presented themselves the Dauntless once during the trip.
banquet
The
Berlin, Aug. t. King William left fer tile front
The Cambria has been sold for 5500 guinand the result will be a suiL at law.
glycerine, nor molasses. It is very easy to say were, in effect, the words of Von Moltke.
the European stage and shook the Dauntless lost two men overboard
jit six o'clock last evening. The (juecii attended
during
eas to a member of the
what it is not. Let some of our preachers “and I know you would have been successful
Royal Thames Yacht upon
Dim to the railway station. Multitudes of p epic
“balance of power” with heavy blows, not the passage and was delayed two hours and
iillected lluqe, ami Hug, and the vers were without (tlub, to whom she will lie delivered in Detelling us what it isn’t, and inform us bad you been properly suppoited.” [Buffalo
stop
Well executed counterfeit tens on the First Nathe least of which was the partition of Poland a half in an ineffectual effort to save them.
cember.
•and.
Courier.
what it i
[Chicago Times.
tional 11 ink of
are In eireulatiou.
SHOCKING MURDER IN
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At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for t lib
A swindling concern culling itself the American
Coblentz, near which city it is supposed
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot Ju Jy
for
of
Dispatch Company, is sending out circulars slat- the first shock of arms between the French THIS WONDERFUL MEDICINE,made from an InA. D. 1870.
THOMPSON, Executor of the estate of C. C.
ing that packages for different persons are in its and Prussian armies will be felt, is situated dian Keccipe, la entirely vegetable, and ia a certain cure.
• Wyman, late of Montville, in said County of Waldo,
on the left bank of the Rhine and the
inclosing a three cent postage stamp, I will send you IB.
keeping, to be forwarded on receipt of money.
right By
Horatio Ames, has brought a suit in Washington
my Circular, which will give testimonials. Manufactur- deceased, having presented his second account of execubank of the Moselle, at the confluence of ed
and sold by Mrs. Linua Belcher, Randolph, Mass. torship for allowance.
It
is
stated
a girl in Watcrville has died from
that
those rivers. It is about 70 miles northeast Sold by S. C. Goodwin & Co., Hanover Street, Boston,
against lien. Butler to compel him to refund a
Ordered, That the said Executor give notice to al!
the insects bred from false hair. They bored into
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
i.i ik- of §5000 for getting a claim through Conof Metz, by the post road, but is more than and by all Druggists.
bottle.
published three weeks successively in the Republican
her brain.
BRICE—One Dollar per
double that distance by way of the river,
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Randolph, Mas3,, October 10, isoa,
The
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
Union
Insurance Co. of Bangor has divided owing to its sinuosities.
Coblentz contains
\ nice, pious young lady has been travelling in
Mrs. Belcher—I had been a sufferer for seven years County, on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of
sixteen per cent, for the current year.
a population of about
thousand
I had no faith, for the clock before
Medicine.
souls,
before
I
knew
about
v «• York state
twenty
your
noon, and shew cause, if any they have,
procuring sums of money from
of Medicines and several Bhvwhy the same should not be allowed.
The body of Joseph Poulin, Jr. was found in the and is one of the best fortified places in I had tried various kinds
Her good looks bad more to do with
In brethren
a short time.
for
relieved
I
will
and
was
only
ASA THURLOUGIT, Judge.
Prussia. The fortifications surrounding it sicians,
A true copy. Attest—B. P, Field, Register.
ii :r litierality than her piety.
Kenduskcag stream, at Bangor, on Tuesday. He
cheerfully say to you and the public, I have tried this
;iwii
and experienced a cure, withhad been missing some days, and had doubtless form a vast camp, capable of containing one valuable Female Mtxlicine,from three
bottles.
I wo hundred and eighty Mormons arrived from
hundred
thousand men, and combine the out the aid oi Supporters,
Mrs. G, II. Winnett.
committed suicide. He was of French descent,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
Very respectfully,
The whistle of the Locomotive can
t.ngland last week, and started for Salt Lake.
systems of Carnot and Montalembert. Four Mrs. Belcher: Spending last summer with my
County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol July in
and a clerk with a Bangor firm.
forts protect it on the left bank of the Rhine. mother-in-law, Mrs. J. M. Barker, who lives at Island
the year of our Lord A. D. 1870.
l’lie Chinese are said to be working well ou the
On Friday ufternoon a heavy thunder shower These fortifications, with the Fortress of Falls, I had a chance to test your medicine and lind it
A DO K K \\
DllINKWATEit, Administratrix of be heard at the Store of
Hithern plantations.
all it is recommended, and I wish to try it again. I
the estate of George W, Drinkwater, late of Northpassed over Newcastle, and two barns, belonging Ehrenbreitstein, were over
twenty years in send you live dollars for six bottles. Direct to Mrs. S. port, in said County
ol Waldo, deceased, having presentAsa soldier,” says a Chicago letter, Gen. Sheri- to Charles K. Metcalf, were struck by
lightning
after the downfall of Napoleon, A. Barker, Union House, 'lhornton, N. II,
ed her first account of administration on said estate lor
sp.lmlO
lun has no match.” Then let him do as ho did and destroyed. The barns contained 10 tons of hay rebuilding,
allowance.
Hundreds of times in the Shenandoah Valley—use and a pair of oxen, which were burned. Loss, and cost some $5,000,000. The principal
Ordered, That the said Administratrix, give notice to
hunk of fire. [Lou. four. Jour.
$2000.
strength of the city lies in Ehrenbreitstein
MONROE.
UiJ persons interested by causing a copy oi this order to be
three weeks
broad
a
and
fortress
OF
published
MONROE, will meet in!
stone), village
The Queen has granted an amnesty to all persons (honor’s
rpilE DEMOCRATS
successively in the Republican
V correspondent of the Boston Post describes “a
1
Journal, printed at Belfast.that
at the Village SCHOOL]
at a

GENERALITIES.

Female Weakness.

Cure

upt. Samuels, who navigated the Dauntless,
-i S:W.000 on the race, and is much depressed.

Rapid March

Progress.

Money Cannot Buy It!

FOR SIGHT IS

THE DIAMOND

IS

tropical creatnre” who is staying at Swam- conneeted with the Red River rebellion.
.utt.
She is not a fifteenth amendment cither,
Frederick the Great says, in bis history of the
Seven Years’ War—“There is a God of war; the
nt Gentle Anna Dickinson, herself!
issue of battles is written in the stars. I have won
unison was an eminent tragedian in his day, battles that I had
already given up for lost, and
nd iii the last act brought down the house. [X. O. have been beaten when victory was
already nearly
times.
in my grasp.”
v,.rm

a t

tn

r

uncord woman found

a

negro

burglar

under

—

LOCAL ITEMS,&c.

Lied, and the police captured him.

.' 'hildelphia has just found out that a fascinating
mug chambermaid of that city, who stole a lady’s
jewels is a man.
.v V ermoiit

Ire-li water clam has yielded

a

New9 of the County and City.
LOCAL LYRICS. No, 18.
The evening shadows fall—light up the lamp!
A quaint device, a woman of Egypt,
In bronze wrought out, her dark hair damp,
Eult lips, slant eyes and swart limbs stripped,—
With patient mein her poised arms bear aloft
The steady dame, aud darkness flees away.
She typifies her sex, who strive, full olt,
Each on lone paths to shed her light like day.
As sometimes when, within the evening skies,
Or beaming through the midnight's cloudy bars,
We feel a presence, as ol pleading eyes,
Or see their lost light In the beckoniug stars.

pearl

worth $800.
The radicals

office-holders for
levying
money to pay election expenses. They say the
Democrat- mean business this year.
are

on

I’he whole country complains of

a

plague of

grasshoppers.
The lightning recently struck the powder rnugaof Santa Spirito, at Venice, where 600,000
pounds of that material are stowed away. The
inductor received the electric discharge, and Us
tup literally melted away, and the whole length
ivv i-ted, hut no further damage was done.
uii

A beet-root sugar factory is among the lutestCuliliiruia enterprises.
\ lady in Pennsylvania had
t last week by an operation,

her eye sight restorblind for
-everal years. The first thing she did.'after objects
ecamo \ isible, was to sit down and read a number
t letters, which she presumed had been sent to
her husband by ladies during her blindness.
The
feelings of the pool woman can Is' better imagined
than described when she found her jealousy had
been occasioned by a number of coal and washing
bills.

having been

Census of Belfast, ( apt. Wording has just
completed the census oi Belfast, and we are indebted to itis courtesy lor some interesting statistics
in relation to this city. His enumeration foots up
follows
Males,
Ward 1 6G3
Ward 2 G17
Ward 3 561
Wal'd 4 321
Ward 5 407

as

—

Females.
722
050
G27
309
402

Houses.
24(1
210
209
130
lot!

Families. Polls.

28G
2G2
258
111

177

3G9
359
313
174
221

situated

rock which towers above
everything lor miles around. It is impregnable to assault on three sides, but on the
northwest it is considerably exposed. Four
hundred heavy guns are mounted in the
fortress, and these sweep the Rhine in all directions and the road to Nassau. On the
top of the rock is a great platform which
serves as a parade ground, and which covers
large arched cisterns, supplied with water
by springs without the walls, and capable of
containing a three years’ supply of the liquid.
There is also a well, sunk 400 feet in the
rock, communicating with the Rhine. II is
not thought that any attempt will be made
I
by the French to take Coblentz by a direct
attack, but a flank movement to drive the
Prussians from the place will doubtless be
on a

large

essayed.
The examination of the coin, currency anil
bullion in the vaults of the Sub-Treasury was
commenced last Friday, preparatory to
.•hanging the assistant-Treasurer. The coin
in the vaults is not far from $75,000,000 in
gold, the weight of which is 4,031,250 troy
standard onces, equal to 27(5,428,50 avoirdupois pounds; and as there are $292,500 in a
cubic foot of gold, the amount of coin in the
vaults, if packed together, would occupy
more than 25(5 cubic feet of
space. The examination showed that there were in the
Treasury $1,081,902,23 in bullion, of which
$1,009,309,19 were in gold bars and $12,593,04 in silver bars. On Saturday the currency, amounting to $8,000,000, was examined, and Monday morning the silver coin
amounting to $200,000 The gold coin will
next be taken hold of.
The process of examination is an interesting one. The
gold
is kept locked in closets or
compartments in
the vaults, each compartment
containing
$500,000, and when one is opened the gold,

HOUSE, August
Caucus,
11th, at six o’clock l*. M. to choose delegates to the
State, Congressional and County Conventions, and to
nominate a candidate lor Representative.
Per Order Town Committee.
2

The Democrats of Frankfort
requested to meet at the SCHOOL HOUSE, in Dis
trict No. 1 on Saturday the 13th, inst. at half past six,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for the
o’clock in the afternoon for the purpose choosing dele- j
County oi Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July 1
Convengates to attend the congressional and
A. D. 1870.
tions.
iPEK ORDER.
ALLEN, named Executor in a certain
j
instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of Hannah Allen, late of
Monlville, In said
Comity of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will
lor Probata,
In Waldoboro, July 31, by Isaac Reed, Mr. Nelson
Ordered, That the said Nelson Alien, givenotice to all
Hyler, and Miss Clara E. Schwarts, both of Waldoboro. persons interested by causing a copy ot this order to be
published three weeks
in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast.that they may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at
and for said County; on the second Tuesday ot August next, at ten of the
cluck before noon, and shew cause, if
any
they have, why
( Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,must the same should not be
prQved.approved and allowed

FHA3TKFOBT.

County

German musician In Chicago drank fifty glasses
<>l lager beer, within an hour, the other day.
The
coroner’s name was ,1'ones.
In Gardiner, where the Maine law ahideth, the
Reporter complains of much drunkenness on circus
day.
Horace Greeley has been invited to deliver the
address before the Maine Agricultural .Society this
year.

j

married.

A friend In the upper portion of the county tells
a good story of a clergyman there, who "in the
kindness of his heart invited a footman to get into
his wagon and ride. The clerical gentleman asked
his companion “if he was prepared to die?” whereupon lie leaped from the wagon and fled to a place
ol safety, doubtless considering the question
synonymous with “your money or your life?" [Calais
Adv.
In < 'ourtiuudville, N. V., ;i woman was tarred
and feathered by some ruffians, because it was
barged that the wife of a citizen went crazy
through her husband's attentions to the woman.
The Lewiston Journal says the hay crop of Maine
will lie scarcely sixty per cent, of last year’s yield
bulk, but its quality and richness will make up
fur a large part of this deficiency. The price is already going up, and must remain high during the
year.

ill

arleton, Norwood A Co., pay the highest tux in
aindeu, $2,199. Horatio Aldcn and David Talbot
each pay u little over $490.
horse-railroad conductors have been arrest'd In Boston for selling counterfeit passage tickets.
I hcv might have made a good thing out of it, but
rushed them off so fast as to cause a great falling oft'
some

in the receipts.
The travel over the Portland, Saco aud l’ostsmouth
it K. is very large at present and the popular conductors of the road have unusually big families
each way on the route. The public, find every facilty at their disposal that excellent management can
produce, and .Superintendent Francis Chase is ever
watching the interest of the company and of the

[Portland Argus.

public.

Tin- above is every word true. The road is one
the best managed in the country, and travel over
it a real pleasure.
i

Lew. Barker writes to the Gospel Banner that
the author of an article lu that paper is “a loathmoral leper.”
■opinion of Lew.

-sowe

Now let us have the leper’s

Che Portland & Kennebec Katlroad
Company’s
bridge near South Gardiner was entirely destroyed
fire
afternoon.
This
is
by
the sixth
Thursday
bridge this company has lost by tire and flood withiu seven months.
The

Temperance Advocate pricks up its
predicts a State Police law next winter.
fcThc Bath Times hies a poet who thus

cars

and

dis-

coursetb—
1 met a little lair haired maid.
With roguish
eye and dimpled spot,
No zephyrs witli her rlaglets played
She murmured, "O ’tie awful hot

it is

matter admitting of some c'oubt whether
toe maid, the roguish eye, the
dimpled spot, the
a

the ringlets, are intended to be describzephyrs,
ed as
awful hot." But perhaps an application of
or

Kennebec lee

might help

the

difficulty.

Some workmen In tearing down an old house in
and

.Jay county, Ind., discovered hidden coin—gold
sliver—amounting to $1270.

Au order to purchase 00,000 tons of hay for the
French army was received Saturday by a St. Louis
firm.
Horace Greeley is at the White Mountains.

Lady Franklin

is in New

York,

the guest of

lleury Grinnell.
There are ten breweries in Koxbury, Mass., und
their product for the present month will be about
"ixty thousand barrels.
While Portland is rejoicing over the
Scbago water, it is likewise astonished at finding eels two feet
long in the pipes.
A
party of Lewiston gentlemen in (Juakcr iKmOtts Is said to be creating quite a sensation along
the coast. [Lewiston Journal.
They naturally would if the bonnets constitute

their entire costume.
A convention to promote ll»e removal of the national capital is to lie held at Cincinnati ou the 2.1th
of October.

Wendell Phillip* favors Chineso immigration.
He thinks they will lie “valuable additions to the
mosaic of our nationality.”

their
they
closing
LARGE STOCK of DRY (iOODS
at LOWER PRICES than ever.

DIED.

paid for,]

Atruecopy.

In Frankfort, July 19th, Mr.
Joseph Dunlap, by hanging himself, aged 70 years 4 months rduys. Lewiston
papers please copy.
In Troy, June 23, Joseph Cook,
aged 50 years.
In Brooks, July 24, Agnes, infant
ot Frank
and Mary Gould, aged 4 months and It) days.
In Cushing, July 14, Miss Marcella Wiley, aged 22

At

a
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Freedom
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Sending
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Wealthy

CANNOT BE SURPASSED.
CAUTION.—None genuine unless bearing their trade
mark o stamped ou every frame.

towns for the

ISAAC

DRESS GOODS

3
o
•

A nice assortment will be found in

Stock, comprising
of the

C. P. KIMBALL & LARKIN,

Factory.

2

all the novelties

season.

K

ORGANDIE

f0

MUSLINS,

H*

P

CAMBRICS.

GQ

GRENADINES.
HERNANI.

§■
q»

TEA ROSE GOODS

s

and the celebrated

bd

CD

?

quality

d

Ayer’s

Hair
For

House,

mmmT carrxagss

A
ia at
for

hair.

LINEN GOODS

Bankrupt House,

attracting

Quilts,

Towels,

MARSEILLE STAND COVERS,
Table Linen,

CARPETINGS,

Samples representing

Rockland

Store,

THE

Oil

City

NOTICE

30c per

Mattings,

yard,

Cloths,

Curtains & Fixtures,
selling cheap.

FANCY GOODS,

Kye Meal,
Kye,

Mobile, Ala., July 20.
terrific storm passed over this
citv toTwo hundred and fifty men arc at work on the
day. Houses were unrooted and trees unKenneliec dam repairs.
rooted. Goods in the stores were
damaged
Navada claims a spring that furnishes a large and by water and the steamboats
sunk or driven
ashore. The dry dock was forced from
regular supply of chicken soup 1
its
moorings and driven about eight miles up
The B. H. Steinkin is the
unsavory name of a
No
thao
iver.
lives
were lost as far as
heard
foreign vessel iust arrived at Boston.
from. The total damage is about two hunA recent transaction shows how the treasury Is
dred thousand dollars.
guarded. At Charleston. S. C., six packages of
A

tobacco were seized and sold by order of the U. S
District Court. The proceeds were $34.91, of which
The Jennie Bonnie, a little yacht of
the District Attoney took $20, the clerk $9.78, and
only
The remainder, $000.16, was six tons burden, which left Maine over a
the Marshal $5.
to
tie
ordered
under command of Captain
solemnly
paid Into the if. S. Treasury
3 year ago,
Carpento aid In paying off the public debt.
at St.

per lb,
« to 10
to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
to 00 Turkeys,per lb,
25 to 30
20 to 25
to SO Chickens, per lb,
Bailey,
to 2.50 Ducks, per lb,
00 to 00
Beans,
Marrowfat Peas ,1.25 to 1.50 Geese,
00 to 00
05 to 70 Hay per ton,
Oats,
$14 to 10
New Potatoes, 100 to 110 Lime,
$1.25 to 150
Dried Apples,
10 to
35 to 40
12 Washed Wool,
25 to 30
o.ootoo.oo Unwashed Wool,
Cooking, de.
30 to 33 Pulled Wool,
40 to 00
Butter,
20 to oo Hides,
0 to 00
Cheese,
22 to oo Calfskins,
10 2-3 to 00
Kggs,
20
to
22
50to
Lard,
$1
Sheep Skins,
10 to
13 Wood, hard,
Beef,
$0.00 to 0
Apples,Baldwin,0.00 to 0.00 Wood, soit,
$4.00 to 0
(i to 00 Dry Pollock,
4 to 5
Veal,
s to 10 | Straw,
Dry Cod,
$8 to 10

Corn,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The Confessions of an Invalid.
ter, arrived
Louis, last week, after a
Five hundred Chinamen are on their
of 26,000 miles. The object of the
FOR THE BENEFIT OF YOUNG
way to voyage
MEN, amt others who sutler trom Nervous Debility,
Virginia, to labor on a railroad.
undertaking was to obtain a correct survey etc., supplying
the means of self-cure. Written by one
of the coast line, from Maine to the
A German statistical writer remarks that the inMississip- who cured himself, ami sent free on receiving post paid
vention of the sewing machine has enabled one pi river, and her route lias therefore been a directed envelope. Address,
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR. Brooklyn, N. Y.
woman to sew as muim as a hundred could sew
by most circuitous one, up and down all the
thu42.
hand u century ago: but, he continues, one woman
and inlets. From St. Louis she goes
bays
up
demands us much clothing now as a hundred did a the river to St.
thence across the Grand
Paul,
ASK FOR DR. CLARKK’S SURREY WINK R1TTKKS,
century ago—so that matters are not much changed
to Lake Superior,
after all.
through lakes Huron, Erie and Ontario into the St. Lawrence, And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
Gold is quoted at 1.21 1-2.
i« upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine
and around the coast to her
starting point.
They nrepuerly vegetable and will not

PUBLISHED

Portage

intoxicate, tlsp

department, especially
Malta Laces,

j

1.25
1.30
70
2.00

PROBATE NOTICES.
To the Honorable Judge ol Probate for the County of
Waldo:

undersigned guardian

ol

AUtiUSTINE II.
HERSKY, minor heir of Samuel s. llersey, late of
Belfast, in said County, deceased, respectfully represents that said minors are seized and
possessed of
certain real estate, situated in said Belfast,
being an
undivided fourth part ol the Homestead of said deceased, that an advantageous offer of twelve hundred and
filly dollars has been made by Relict llersey, of said
Belfast, which offer it is for the interest of all concerned
immediately to accept, the proceeds thereof to be put
out on interest for the beneiit of said
minor,
W liEmcKOKK your petitioner prays your honor to
grant
him a license to sell and convey said real estate of said
deceased, (including the reversion of the Widow’s
dower thereon,) to said Relief Uersey, lor said sum.
S. S. UERSEY.

THE

Lace

DUPONCOS

GOLDEN PILL.
Infallible in correcting irregularities, anil removing obstructions of the monthly periods.
It is over forty
years since these now so well known pills were lira!
ot Paris, during
brought to notice by Ur.
have been extensively and
which time
successfully
used by some of the leading physicians, with unparalleled success. Ladies in poor health, either married or
single, suffering from any ot the Complaints peculiar to
Females, will find the Uuponco Golder. Pills invaluable
viz., General Debility, Headache, F'aintness, Loss
Pain in the Back and
Appetite, Mental
Limbs, Pain in the Loins, Bearing-down Pains, Palpitation of tlie Heart, Retained, Excessive, Irregular or
Palntul Menstruation, Rush of Blood to Head,
Dizziness,
Dimness of Sight, Fatiguo on any slight exertion, and
particularly that most annoying, weakeuing ailment, so
both
common among Females,
married and single, the
Leucorrluca or Whites. Females in every period oi
will lind Duponco’s Pills a remedy to aid nature in the
discharge of its functions. They invigorate the debilitated and delicate, and by regulating and strengthening the
system, prepares the youtliful constitution tor the duties
of lire, and when taken by those in middle liie or old
age they prove a perfect blessing. There is nothing in
the pills tliat can do injury to life or health. Sale in
their operation, perpetual in their happy influences upon
the Nerves, the Mind and the entire organization.
*• D. UOWB, Proprietor, I*. V.

they

Uuponco,

Depression,

Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and for tile
llie
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of July
U. 1870.
the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
a
causing copy ol said petition, with this order thereon,
to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at
Belfast, that they may
at
a Probate Court, to be held at the Probate
appear
Offi ce in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday ol
August next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, aud shew Al.VAIt
LITTLEFIELD, Boston, Agent, N. E. States.
cause, it any they have, why the same should not be
f .lilies by enclosing »1 by mail will have the Pills sent
ASA THURLOUCill, Judge,
granted.
to anv address.
couiidentially
tiuio-.f
A true copy. Attest—Li. P. Field, Register.
:jw.»
man h» all dbi'cuhitl
At

a

County
A.

UPON

Collars,

Lace Handkerchiefs,

of

youth.

ouea,

often, though not always, cured
its use.
Nothing can restore the
hair where the follicles are
destroyed,
or the glands
atrophied and decayed.
But such as remaiu can be saved for
usefulness by tills application. Instead
of fouling the hair with a
pasty sediment, it w'll keep it clean und vigorous.
Its occasional use will prevent tho hair
from turning gray or falling oil', and
ness

by

consequently

prevent

baldness.

Free

from those deleterious substances which
make some preparations daugerous and
injurious to tho hair, the Vigor can
only beuetlt but not harm it. If wanted
merely for a

HAIR

DRESSING,

be found so desirable.
neither oil nor dye, it does
not soil white cambric, and yet lasts
long ou tho hair, giving it a rich glosay
lustre and a grateful perfume.

nothiug

else

can

Containing

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer
Practical

and

&

Co.,

Analytical Cukausts,

LOWELL,
t*RIC£

MASS.,
*1.00.

SOLD BY ALL DKUGGI8TS.
lyrfrleow

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES
District Court otthr Usitbo (
BanuBurr. r.
Status, Dlatriot of Malue.
I
In the matter of MARTIN N. FEENET, Baukrapt.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE tbit a Petition baa
barn presented to tbe Cenrt tbla fourteenth day ot
by Martin N, Feeney of Cherrytlela, In
July A. D., 1870,
aald Dlatriot, a Bankrupt, praying that be may ba de
cried to hare a lull discharge from all hla debts, prorable under tbe Bankrupt Ac!, and upon rending aald

petition.

Kid

carding

CLOTH DRESSING
AT S K A RS MONT.
now prepared to
CARD WOOL A.\D DRESS CLOTH

The subscriber la
at hla

Mill In Searamont.

Haring good machinery and new Cards, with the ea
that 1 can do
perlenoe or lllty-one years, I am conlldentme
work satisfactory to all wbo may tevor
H.
patronage.
Searamont, May 1870.

really

and if you wish to
article at

a

Low

in earnest,

secure

a

Woods h Conant, L. A. Knowlton, Fred A. Knowltoa,
8w47*eow

Agents for Belfast.

Corporators Meeting.
Vwwm lgenaa at Calen on the MU
day of Aw# net, A. D. 1170, at one o’olook P. H., for
of
the purpose
organising said Company and doing sucb
other business at may legitimately oome before them.
NAHUM TUUBSTOS,
A. H. WBSTWOBTH,
JAMBS CBBIOHTOS,
BDWABD BUBOBSS,
B. F. Albxasdbb,
Thomas Stobbb,
B. Pattbbsos,
Hibam Bliss, Jb.,
»wj
william Hunt.
TITANTED—Aobsts to tell a thoronghly good do
Vy mestlo article, wanted In every family. No com
petition. Exelntlve territory given. Butlneee very
pleasant. Agents have sold ados., netting fiM profit
day. One told 2M In n email town, another luoo In
towns; another St In salting on U families. Cost of
outfit *3. No danger of Imposition. Best of raferenoee
8end

good rr

Price, you will find

it at

Simonton Bros. & Co.
Hayford Block.

their

THE

Gloves,

we are

with

WING.

to meet at the

Jet J ewelry, <fcc.
Ladies

2

It I! Ordered by tttur’gpurt that a hearing be bad
upon tbe aame on the llrat Monday of September, A, D.
1870, before the Court la Portland, In said Dlatrlct, at 10
o’clock, A, M., and that notice thereof ba published lu
the Meehlae Republican end the Bepublloau Journal,
newspapers printed In raid Dlatrlct, once a weak far
three weeks, and that all creditors wbo hare pro red
their debts and other persona In Interest, may appear at
said time and place, and ahew oauaa, If any they hare,
why the prayer of said petition should not be granted.
VII, P. PREBLE,
8wn
Clerk ot Dlatrlct Court for aald District.

Corporator, ot Georgia Valley Railroad Company are hereby notified, aa by act ot Incorporation,

Switches,
Chignons,

tfdO

soon

freshness

FRENCH & GERMAN CORSETS,

oi

Faded

Store, THIS

selling

Straw

aud effectual
thu

Thin hair is thicktailing hair checked, and bald-

Crash Ac.

Napkins,

agreeable,

preserving

hmr is

department

Toilet

which

dressing
once

or gray
restored
to its original color
with the gloss cuid

BLACK SILKS,
just
supply

Llama Lace Shawls,
Woolen Shawls,

Hair to

and Color.

healthy,

REDUCED PRICES.

cheap prices.

SALOON FOR SALE.

Vitality

popular

MANTLES <Seo,

Children’s Carriages!

Vigor,

restoring Gray

its natural

SILKS.

Congress St.,

ALLARD.

Joweler end Optician, ie Sole Agent for
■UVAIT, Mala*.
From whom they can only be obtained. These goods
are not supplied to Pedlers, at
any price.
lyr4d

Purchase of DRY GOODS.

Stock,

Necessity

The Soioatiflo Principle
^.^loh thvy are conatructed
brings the core or centre
*a *roa* °1

THEIB FINISH AND DURABILITY

UNPRECEDENTED IN-

BEAVER ALPACA,

carriages!

their hardneaa and

sc€oant of

°“

to ofFer

f

PIANO-FORTES

m0nd‘

brSuncy

They ar» Mounted in the Finest Manner,
In frames of the best quality, of all materials used for
that purpose.

please the

lsrfi*

PERFECT,

Natural, Artificial help to the humus eye ever known.
They are ground under their own anperrlaion, from
p»hhl«, melted together, and derive their

T1IE

FOR

Without the

MOST

Sales of last year if possible, and
for that reason we have determined

subscriber hereby gives public .notice to all conam. term of this institution, win
cerned, that he has been duly appointed' and
Mouduy Sip Oth, mnl continue lu weeks un- taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the esbegin
der tlie instruction of
tate ol Elijah B. Crockett, late of
Prospect in the County
of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law
for §1100. ,J. K. Turner, house and store, total
directs; he
N. A. LUTE. Prliicliml;
therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said
E.
EABNUAE, Associate ilo,
loss; insured in Roger Williams & Co. for §2000.
deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
witli such other nsslstnuta as the wants of tiie school who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
Robinson Grant, store, total loss; insured in Indesettlement to him.
3w2
may demand.
L. M. PARTRIDGE.
pendent of Boston for 8750. James Haley, store,
Under the charge of the Co.
Supr. of Schools, who
will give special attention to the
and Walter Haley and Frank IV.
ol
teachers
training
Haley, stock of
tor their work, this institution offers
special advantages
Freedom Notice.
goods a partial loss; insured. Elisha C. Arcy,
to those proposing to teach in the
country.
a valuable consideration I have
Luther D. Curtis and C. C. Babbidge,
given to my son
lost
There was a frog who lived in a
partially
FRANK N. SYLVESTER, his time from this
spring.
TUITION:
date,
their goods and furniture; no insurance. A defecHe caught such a cold that lie could
until he shall he of legal age. I shall claim none of his
that never fails to
notsiug."
Ladies
Poor uufortunate, Batrachianl In what a sad
earnings, nor be responsible for any debts contracted
tive chimney was the cause.
Common English,
$3,60.
him
alter
this
date.
by
JOHN B. SYLVESTER.
plight he must have been. And vet his misfor“
can be found in
Higher
4,60.
Witness, J. A. Brack ktt.
as well us
Work on the railroad is progressing favorably. tune was one that often befalls singers. Many a
I incolville, July 21, 1870.
;uv:;
Languages,
5,00.
The gravel has been placed upon the roadbed for once tuneful voice among those who belong to the
“genus homo" is utterly spoiled by “cold in the acgfc- No student taken lor less than half a term.
of other
every
four miles toward Belfast from the gravel-bed. Two
Good board and rooms at reasonable rates.
head," or on the lungs, or both combined. For the
trains are now at work on this end of the
S* FtJLLER' Secretary.
brands at
road, above mentioned “croaker" we are not aware that
Freedom, Aug, l,
with a large force of men. The track will reach any remedy was ever devised: hut we rejoice to
know that all human singers may keep their heads
Unity village this week, when gravelling toward clear and their throats in tune bv a
timely use of
Burnham will at once commence. Another
engine l>r. Sage’s Catarrh Bemed.v, and Dr. Pierce's All.
will be soon placed on that section. Meantime Ext. or Golden Medical Discovery, both of which
ITT IN COMPLETE OUDHli
are sold by druggists.
We have
received a new
the gravelling of the middle section will be hastenThe acknowledged healthfulness-, unrivaled flaWARE-ROOMS,
ed by teams previous to laying the track.
tif
to a
of
vor, delicacy, great convenience, and extraordinacheapness of Ska Moss Faiiixk, will alwaye
corner of Preble
Kenney Snow, of Brewer, an officer on Steamer ry
keep it in the foremost place among articles intendAlliauce, was lost overboard, near Tennant's Har- ed for a table-dessert.
P«nUA!V», HAIKE.
The subscriber takes this method of
bor, on Friday morning last, just before daylight.
intorming the
oitizens of Belfast, that he is here and will remain ior a
Alabama
Claims.
We
are
informed
that the most
He was helping to set the mainsail, and was thrown
short time for the
ot giving his personal attenpersistent and unyielding of the
citizens tion to this branchpurpose
of the business, and is prepared to
overboard by the slatting of the sail. A boat was who have claims vs. tiie British private
Government arc offer them his services in these
special departments, inDr.
J. C. Ayer & Co., of Lowell. Mass., the manulowered, but nothing of him could be found. He
cluding
-ANDfacturers of medicines. They will consent to nothwas 37 years old, a widower with one child.
ing less than that their demand for medicines de- REPAIRING, RE-POLISHING, RE-STRINGING,
at
ROAD WAGONS!
NEW HAMMERS, DAMPERS, AND
Attention is called to the advertisement of Mr. stroyed by the British pirates shall be paid in gold
HARPING,
and in dollars to the last cent. They are emboldenof
Grover,
We are now completing our stock for the
Boston, who is here for the purpose of ed by the fact that the destruction of their goods
REGULATING, TONING AND TUNING.
Spring and
by
Summer of 1870, and otter, in the NEWEST DESIGNS
tuning, repairing and putting in complete order the English in China and elsewhere (for where, are
With an experience ol more than fifteen years in
and ot the most thorough
a variety of eleevery
construction,
piano fortes. Mr. ttrover is a practical man, who not that troublesome nation trampling upon some- department ot manufacturing, iucludiug the last six gant ( abrlolH*. Victoria*, Coupe*, Phae.
in the employ of Messrs. Chickekino & Sons, ton*, Top and
Open Buggies, Jump Hoata,
understands thoroughly his business, and will do body ?) have hitherto been paid in full, and they years
now say that they shall lie.
They however propose of Boston, warrants a sufficient recommendation that he Carnall*. Nuntliade*, dec., exclusively the
full justice to instruments in his care.
this compromise:—Give us Canada and we will is qualified to put in complete order any work of this production of our well-known Treble St. Factories. We
have made great reductions in prices, and will sell lower
call it even, because we can then send our remedies kind entrusted to his care.
The public, by availing themselves of his
In the case of Georgiana Stick ncy vs Axel
services, than any concern in the United States that sells llrst- Purchased from a
Hay- there without duty. [ Washington News. Imt
can havo their pianos restored to their original
perfect- class carriages.—Prices uniform to all. Every carriage
ford, the Law Court has overruled the exceptions
ness, by the necessary improvements, without the in- we make is equal in every respect to those built to the
A want has been felt and expressed by physi- convenience
are
the attention of our
and expense of having to move them from order ot our most valued customers.
and motion for a new trial, by which action the
cians, for a safe and reliable purgative; such a the house; and may rely that every part will be put in
verdict of §750 against defendant is affirmed.
We also keep a larjfe a**ortuieut of
want is now supplied in “Parsons’ Purgative the most complete order. To those residing ut any concustomers.
You will find in this
siderable distance from the facilities usually found at a
Pills.’’
A boy who was snaring doves in the streets,
LOW-PRICED CARRIAGES,
factory, this presents an unsual opportunity.
What he
to effect as the result of his experia full line of
caught one a of brood of chickens, when the hen
Henry K. Bond, of Jefferson, Maine, was cured ence, is to proposes
restore them, from their present wiry, un- built expressly for us in Philadelphia, New Haven, and
made such a fierce attack by flying in his face, that of spitting up blood, soreness and weakness of the musical, noisy sound, to their
volume ol tone, a Mass., tor sale at the very lowest rates.
original
stomach, by the use of “Johnson’s Anodyne Lini- purer and more even quality of tone, and an improved Expre**, Croicr*, anil Biulnei* B'affon*
he was compelled to drop it.
ment.”
condition oi the key-board and action, making them constantly on hand.
more susceptible and pleasant to the touch ; thereby
The Law Court has derided on judgment for
Kemkmkkk,—all persons dealing with us trill get preproSevere pain will not get out of fashion yet fora ducing a change every way so desirable as would fre- cisely what they bargain for.
defendant in case of N. F. Neally vs. Alexander
We make a specialty of
long time, and so long, people will need a good quently change the owner’s plan—to exchange the old
Segar. Also judgment on verdict in Albert Hall remedy—Itenne’s Pain-lfilling Magic Gil is just lor a new one.
The prices for regulating, toning and tuning from
what the people need, to cure headache, rheumatic,
vs. Inhabitants of
Unity.
to fifteen dollars, according to the condition of the
neuralgic, and other painful complaints. Sold by eight
work. The public can rest assured that no charges will Keep u great
There was a lively thunder shower
variety for sale Wholesale and Retail—very
be made beyond the true value. When once this work low. (JoUUESI’ONDKNCK
early on Poor & Son.
SOLICITED.
3m*i
is done it is permanent and lasting. Pianos should be
Tuesday morning. Notwithstanding the heat,
To Cure a Cough, to relieve all irritation of the tuned as often as once or
a year. Price
twlcejin
showers have been ol' rare occurrence this
torjsingle
to
to
restore
tliroat,
year.
perfect soundness and health tuning; two dollars. The subscriber intends to be here
the most delicate organization of the human frame once or more each year to attend to all orders of this
Two nice umbrellas that we
specially cherished, —the Lungs—use Dr. \Vistar's)Balsam of 117M kind.
are no longer visible in their
Those desiring information regarding the condition
accustomed rack. Wo Cherry, which is still prepared with the same care
in the selection and compounding ot its various in- of their instruments, can improve the opportunity v withsuspect a prowling umbrella mender.
out expense) when he calls to receive orders.
gredients as when it was Introduced to tho public
Warranted to give satisfaction or no pay. The patronSell. Nellie F. Burgess, of this
port, from Saco by Dr, Wistar over forty years since.
age of the public is respectfully solicited.
for Jacksonville, put into
^Si-Orders can be left at Washburn’s Book Store.
Wilmington, having lost
Wives and Mothers.
Only woman Knows
a man, and short of
water.
STEPHEN GROVER.
what women endure; and if there be any means of
Post Office address, EAST BOSTON, Mass
4w 1
the distress of body and mind whieh so
The Methodist Church and
Sunday School made assuaging
thousands
after day and
many
experience,'
an excursion down the
day
on
bay
Tuesday in schooner week after week, with the fortitude whieh puts to
This remedy does not simply relieve for a short time,
the
but it produces perfect and permanent cures of the
Empire.
shame the boastful courage of man who will deny
worst cases of Chronic Nasal Catarrh, and l will pay
-o-The Prog. Age quotes “Bull Butter”—a new ar- that so great a blessing to the sex should be found
can be seen at our
SUBSCRIBER OFFERS FOR SALE THE $500 reward for a case that / cannot cure. “Cold in the
in every household?
ticle hi the market—at 23 cents a
well known FINE TREE SALOON, No. 77 Slain head” and Catarrhal Headache are cured with a few apMillions of men have been benefitted by its use,
pound. Cheap
street, tor Beverul years kept by the lute George Collins. plications. If you have a discharge from the nose, ofat Reduced Prices.
but among the feeble and sickly of Hie opposite gen- It Is well
enough.
situated, fitted with alt that Is necessary to fensive or otherwise, stopping up of the nose at times,
der, who, perhaps, need it most, its virtues are not carry on the business, and will be Bold, with stock, fix- partial loss of the sense ot smell, taste or hearing, eyes
The steamer Alliance touches at L
incolnville, in so widely known. This foremost remedy of the tures and good will, at a bargain. The premises Include watering or weak, feel dull, have pain or pressure in
her weekly trips between
Bangor and Boston
age—this specific for every species of debility, gen- several rooms above the Saloon, and the whole can be the head, you may rest assured that you have Catarrh.
eral or local, constitutional or casual, is Planta- had ol' the landlord ns long as desired on favorable Thousands annually, without manifesting half of the
above symptoms, terminate in Consumption and end in
August has come, and locusts are singing of the tion
MRS. GEORGE COLLINS.
Bitters. One right of woman, at least, will terms. Apply to
the grave. No disease is so common, more deceptive or
near approach of autumn.
tfl
Belfast, .July 12, 1870,
be conceded—the right to strengthening herself to
less understood by (physicians. I will send my pamsustain the ills of whieh the laws of nature have
phlet on Catarrh to any address free. Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
made her the unfor tuuate heiress.
of Belfast.
ltemedy is now
The new pension law, passed near the
MOST DRUGGISTS IN ALL PARTS OF
IS HEREBY GIVEN, that warrants have SOLD BY
Dyspepsia or Indigestion is oppression after
close ot the session, makes several
THE WORLD.
been duly issued to Ezra Bickford, a Constable of
changes
or a belching up of wind, and
eating,
folalways
this
which are important to pensioners. Hereaf- lows Oostiveness.
city, calling upon the legal voters to meet at their Price 50 cents. Sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt ol 00
DU. HARRISON’S PERIS- respective Ward Rooms
on Thursday, the 4th day of Auor
four
cents,
packages for two dollars. Beware ot
ter payments are to be made
quarterly, the TALTIC LOZENGES give permanent relief. They gust, at 2 o’clock 1*. M., to act upon the following ques- counterfeits and worthless imitations. Sei that my private Stamp, which is ^positive guarantee of genuineness,
agents forwarding blank vouchers to each are pleasant, portable, do not require increase of tion, viz:
“Will this city raise, by loan, a sum equal to five per is upon the outside wrapper. Remember tliat this
pri
person on the rolls by mail, and on the re- dose, and never fail. Also, warranted to cure every entum of the
valuation of said city, as made by the vate Stamp, issued by the United States Government
kind of Piles. For sale at No. 1 Tremont Temof
these
vouchers in proper form ressessors thereof for the present year to wit: the sum
ceipts
for
has
my
E.
expressly
medicines,
A.
my
Boston,
portrait
HARRISON &CO., Proprie- f one hundred and one thousand and nine hundred
ple,
by
stamping
dolname and address, ana the words “U. S. Certificate of
turning a check by mail payable to the order tors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for 00 cents.
ars ($101,900,) to be appropriated to aid in the construcGenuineness” engraved upon it, and need not be misof the claimant. Pension
2m50.
ion of the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad, by taken.
agents are allowed
Don’t be swindled by travelers and others,
thirty cents for making out each voucher,
oaniug the same to said Rail Road Company and re- representing themselves as Dr. Sage; I am the only man
ceiving as security for said loan, cet iideates of preferred now living that has the knowleage and right to manuwhich the government is to
pay, and no ao-eul
stock in said company and second Mortgage Bonds.”
BELFAST PltfCEN CCRHENT.
facture the genuine Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, and I An extra reduction has been made in
can collect
And those In favor of said proposition will cast votes, never travel to sell this medicine.
any fee whatever of any pensioner for his services.
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR TUB JOURNAL.
having thereon the word “Yes,” and those opposed, will
R. V. PIERCE, M. D..
No attorney or agent is
cast votes having thereon the word “No.”
3mo95”
133 Seneca street, Buffalo, N. Y,
this
allowed to collect a fee of over
on
The polls at said meeting will remain open until 4
Belfast, Wednesday,Augusts, 1S70.
twenty-live
dollars for
Eer Order.
1*. M.
o’clock,
prosecuting
any claim for pensions Flour,
Round
ll.OOi
12
to
$7.001o
14
llog,
JOHN H. QUIMBY, City Clerk.
or
bounty land.
Corn Meal,
1.35 to 0.00 Clear Salt l’ork,
$.12 to 34
A Card to the Ladies.
Belfast, July 27, 1S7U.
1W
1.50 to 0.00' Mutton
5 to 7

$0000, divided as follows: Alfred Smith,
dwelling house, total loss, insured in Springfield
about

I

J. E. SPENCER & CO., N.
Y.,

to double the

Firm,

DUCEMENTS
1

by

GLASSES,

manufactured by

the eye. producing a clear
and uietluct vision, as In the natural,
sight, and
preventing all unpleasant sensations, such as glimmer
0t
dla2lnC4ai he., peculiar to ail

members of this

ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Attest-B. P. Field, Register.
3w3

County

daughter

are

A decision has been made

NELSON

successively
Belfast,within

**

us

Where

[

-—--

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and tor the
of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot July in
the year ot our Lord A. D, 1870,
AURA J. McKENNEY, Executrix of the last will
J ol Horace McKenney, late of Monroe, in said
years.
In
ot Waldo, deceased, leaving presented her second
county
Mass.,
Samuel
July 24, Capt,
Templeton,
Lee, and
final account oi Executorship on said estato lor alformerly of Bucksport, Me. aged 91.
lowance.
In Brooks, Aug. 2, Woobury G. Brown, aged 10
years,
Ordered, That the said Executrix give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy oi this order to
be published three weeks
successively in the Republican
SHIP NEWS.
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
PORT OF BELFAST.
County, on the second Tuesday of August next,at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew
gagse, if any they have
ARRIVED.
why the same should not be allowed.
July 28. Schs Tahmaroo, Kent, New York; Mazurka,
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
Kimball, Boston; Earl, Furguson, do; Empire, FurguA true copy. Attest—B. P.
Field, Register. :iwa
son, do; Boaz, Ryder, Danvers; Orion, Osborn, Salem.
29. Schs Eclipse, Robbins, Gloucester; Gen, Meade,
Cunningham, Boston.
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con31. Schs Jack Downing, Patterson, Rockland; W. G.
cerned, that be has been duly appointed and taken
Eadie, Ryder, do.
t,le trust of Administrator of the estate
“PUb,limselt
of Edwin 1!. Sawyer, late of
Aug. 2. Sell Atalanta, Pierce, New York.
Searsport, in the County ot
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs ; he
SAILED.
therefore requests an persons who are indebted to said
July 27. Sell New Zealand, Low, St. Johns, NB.
deceased’s estate to make immediate
31. Schs Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston; Tahmaroo,
payment,and those
Kent, who have
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
Bucksport; Orion, Osborn, Ellsworth; Bouz, Ryder, do. settlementany
to him.
:iw^
EMERY SAWYER.
Castine, Me July 28. The brig Silas N. Martin, was
from the yard of J. W. Dresser on the 27th
in bags
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concontaining $5000 each, place upon a launched
inst. She Is a fine vessel of 225 tons, built In the most
cornea, that he has been
truck and carefully guarded to the gold room
duly appointed and taken
thorough manner and of the best material. She is own- upon himself the trust of Executor
of the estate of
where it is weighed and counted. The labor ed by Silas N. Martin, of Wilmington, N. C; R, W. Benjamin .Monro, late of
in the County of
Belfast,
Dressor, of Boston; Samuel Adams, J. W. Dresser and Waldo, deceased, by giving bond as the law directs:
of examination will probably
he
occupy ten others ot Castine, and II B. Brown, who will command therefore
requests all persons who are indebted to said
days. When it is concluded the keys will her.
deceased’s estate to make immediate
and those
payment,
be turned over to “Governor” IJirdsall,
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
settlement to him.
3w2
WM. U, BURRILL.
Superintendent of the Coin Department, and

hite, the cashier, who will hereafter
custodians of the deposits in the
strong
boxes. Last November the work progressed
at the rate of from $10,000,000 to
$12,000,00o per day, but this time not more than
$7,000,000 per day, will be examined. The
counts always result
complete accuracy,
the contents of the vaults
being invariably
found to tally with the books.

Simonton Eros. & Co.

may appear

are

2569
2710
960
1121
143G
Belfast, Me., is happy in the possession of the
Making a total population of 5,279. in 18(10 the
Base
Ball
Club.
When
assagassawaukeag
they
reached 5520, or 211 more than now.
go to a match they take an extra stage coach to population
But Mr. Harrison Hayford, who then made the
firing along the name. [Rochester Union.
The Bangor Whig says that tin, 000 bushels of census, enumerated persons temporarily absent,
which has not been done this year. Capt. Wordcharcoal are used yearly in that city. We would
ing thinks that, had he followed the same rule, the
suggest that as the Democratic vote is increasing
figures would reach GOOrt. There are sixty-five
there, the future demand will not he so large.
houses more than in 1860, and the polls in the same
The cost of collecting the income tux will, it is
time have increased 12G in number.
believed, be nearly equal to the receipts under the
amended law.
Fire at Winterport. A fire at Winterport,
Ueu. Seigel, who went through the war without
Friday, destroyed a two story ten emeut liouse and
a scratch, was
nearly killed by an omnibus in New an adjoining store, and partially burned several Mr.
At
fork last week.
other stores and stocks of goods. The total loss is be the
A

they

Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor said
County, on the second Tuesday of August next, at ten of
the clock before noon, and shew cause, if
any they have
why the same should not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
3w2
Probate

PRICELESS!

Belfast.

f"°w»

MACHINES
HOWE SEWING
AND
Butteriok’s Patterns.
PLUMHEB A WILDER,
1H Tremont Street, Boston.

A FLOWERS FATE.
nv ANNA L. m ill.

(I The majority of the men saved were in their
berths, when the Mercurius struck, and swam
i to the roek in their shirts; and it was not

until one of their number made a hat out of
tlie fiber of the solitary cocoa-tree, sewing it
together with a needle make out of a piece of
brass found on the island, that any protection
for the head was to lie seen among them.
To add to their misery, the reef was swarmed with venomous ants, which bit the
CAUTION,
strangers unmercifully, and with an effect
Years will come and go—
Should occasion require you to purchase
which can only he realized by those who
You mint some day climb,
J>- A. Fa line stock’s Vermifuge. bo
particup\ the power of genius
have suffered from the insect-life of tropical
larly raiviui to see that the initials are /i.
A. This is the article that: has been so
To a height sublime:
The commissariat question was
climes.
Pbbovian
Pul the summit,gained
settled in a way which will make every
the glaaa
Known Since 1829,
m vour.wildest dream,
Favorably
Dmaxoa*
< "Id. and far-as now.
school-boy’s mouth water who reads of it.
And purrbnsura insist insist on bavinjt it
it they do ii..r wish to have an imitation
That glittering star shall seem!
held by all Druggieta.
They went out in their boats and caught lish
forced upon them.
and turtle, and they had an abundance of
Then, with potent Spell.
'>
ILL
BE FORFEITED BY Dk. 1.. DIX
j
^
bird's eggs and shell-fish. They manuI ii that mocking hour,
♦IPLfVyl/i 1 failing to cure in less time than any
TE.W I XT *.V CO., Sole Manufac’rs of the other
factured bird traps and caught young birds,
M« inoi> will bring back
more
physician,
effectually and permanently, with
|
FlndLless
Matcli ll‘ss restraint from occupation or less exposure' to all
The fragrance of the flower.
them by a lire which was never!
cooking
Hum;
ami
Melick’s
Patent
r.
llluiuiitwith
weather,
Vapor
safe
Till your spirit yearns
pleasant medicines.
suffered to go out by night or day. They utinu' Oil. Packed in t ins lor export and shipped ih
SELF ABUSE
t or the blossoms sweet.
ND SOLITARY HABITS,
1 Strrrt.
had, of course, no matches, and no means ordered for domestic use. ’iiti
That a heedless step
Their effects and consequences;
of procuring a light other than the time-hon- York.
< rushed beneath y«>ur feet.
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
ored one we have all read ot in Cooper’s
<> the hitter pain.
Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
ii *»!**«! hi a pi) ing bll.»i ue
a I
jp yyt A |-i
novels—that of rubbing two bits of wood j C
«> ihe aching sinu t.
Philu.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
I jalujlllbli Kknnkdv.-n:{ riiestnut St.,
< >i a world-worn brain
till
There
was
no
fuel
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of the
they ignite.
together
And an emptv heart!
I Skin;
Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body, Pimples on
belonging to the island, and the broken
What are laurel wreaths.
tiie Face;
of the .Joints; Nervousness; Constitudchrix of former wrecks supplied the only i
Swelling
tional
and
of
wealth,
or
other Weaknesses in youth and the mo; ad !
Pomp
power?
material for the all-important fire. Three
v a need, at all
\\ i»rthies>, all!—they cannot bring.
ages, ot
times during their sojourn on the rock was
Pack a simple flower!
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.
250 Feet Front—Iron and Glass.
this tire suffered by some accident to go out;
Yet, lot one dear thought
HH. L. DIX’fi
and
the
in
friction
three
times
was
'oiufort thy remorse,
experiment
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
Ik hail held it lightly bought
anxiously and successfully tried. So the
41 Kutlicotl direct, Bomtou,
I.Vn with living's loss,
time wore on until fifty-one weary days had
is so arranged that
Thu in memory kept
patients never see or hear < aeh other
been spent on the reef, days in which every
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is JXo. 41, havA
the slow year passed,
(GILES, WALES A CO. MARION, N. J.
man scanned the horizon, and in which the
ing uo^ connection with his residence, consequently no
'■
Tiiladed-^-unforgor.
family interruption, so that ou no account can any person
and
all
cheered
the
faint-hearted,
Hint
Inreil—at
fust!
strong
Lnhtfnl-fur
hesitate applying at his office.
All who sull'er from indigestion, bilious disorders,
I)R. DIX
spoke hope in turn. It is easy to picture the nervous
affections, constipation 01 undue relaxation of
SCREWS.
PUT ON
The first gratitude the bowels,
these
men led.
existence
That
boldly
asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by \
are inv ited to consult r these facts, viz
THE^
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS, AND JOBBERS
<**r**i»t quacks, who will say or do anything, evou perjure them- !
of escape; the. anxious search for fellow- the curative operation of Tarrant’*
mi lowing. Put on the Screws," is from tin*
to
all such eases, is proven by s»*lves,
impose upon patients,) that he
—
the mournful conclusion that the Seltzer Aperient, in that
IS ill K ONLY HEiil'LAK OKAIM'ATi? PHYSICIAN
I'niiumt oiirier. It i" supposed to be sung by Kelly survivors;
profound medical practi
overwhelming testimony;
rest of their shipmates were no more: the tioners endorse it; that Analytical Chemists pronounce
ADVKHTISINO IN IlOS I ON
«
n i M
ii tby. with a
horns by the people:]
TWENTY YEARS
stern necessity which bade them work, invent, it identical with the water of tin- great Herman Spa;
that it purities and regulates ttie system without weaken<
*i• 1 i<i .11, in roiniiioii folk>' shovels and axes,
NEW YORK.
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MAIDEN
the development, day bv day, of
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well I
LANE,
contrive;
ing it; that it is delightfully refreshing, and that every known to
li
strength t« submit to the heaviest taxes;
Citizens.
many
Publishers, Merchants, Hotel!
some little suspected element it contains is either corrective, alterative, or inWhile the high price of salt from a pickle may save some fresh ingenuity,
Proprietors, &.c., that he is much recommended, and par
Welch these words.
WINDERS AND
WINDERS,
O',
tieularly to
quality in each, and the gradual accumula- vigorating.
SOM) BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
BOTH NICKEL AND FROSTED MOVEMENTS.
And a duty on enft’ec vex .fetlerson Davi".
tion of reliefs, and even comforts—can all be
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
Put on the screws
1 o avoid and escape imposition of
traced.
In €Wol«l Ataftlug*. and accurately adjusted t.» !E<t. t '■■(,! amt Position ; and all,
The tincr grades all having three pairs ConUal Pivot*, Cap
They were prudent men—men
foreign and native
As hard as you choose:
A SAFE,
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large in the cheapest grades, have the STRAIGHT LINE Escapement, with Exposed Pallet Jewels, and Hardened and Tempered Hair springs; and tor our late improvement
taught by calamity to prepare tor a rainy
TIIXESS hitherto unattained in any <>Hd manufacture, at home or abroad,
l«» he dw indled the people call never refuse.
SMOG
and
mechanism
we
claim
a
STRFXG
WINDING
SIMPLICITY,
STEM
cities,
TIf,
CERTAIN,
i. I ."ill mil Fly hack Seconds, for take,
DR. DIX
day; lor when rescued, they had two
Constantly on hand, full lines, all sizes, in Gold, Silver, Diamond Set and Magic Cases, Minute Repeaters, ludepemh ir
AND
I lie pei.pl, at large are but rebels and rioters,
refers
to
tor
different
Professors and respectable Physicians
three
proudly
times,
hundred eggs in store, and are described as
timing horses, Artillerymen. &c,
a
lo u.tr
1. ni.! loyal men are iron furnace proprietors;
rt*.I•
>tiw ith which the country
ot whom consult him in critical cases, because of
List furnished the trade on application, enclosing business card. For sale by the trade generally.
many
A#*Price
Speedy Cure
the words, Mari«»n. s. J
o
d-'i
<
being in good condition. Their rescue was
n 11*.
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained
In i- Mini fortius ’oyalty let us content ’em
plate over the main spi
through Hooded. Insist on a certificate of genuineness from those of whom you purchase, and see that
FOR
not effected until the loth of May, when the
so long experience, practice,and observation.
barrel. All others are spurious.
Iv
!\inj all others a hundred per centum.
Put on the screws
commander of the iron clipper bark Silver
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in
\' hard a> you choose :
being deceived
Cohn, was approaching PerCraig,
Captain
AND ALL
the
by
I r >m ti
\e in our hands to the nails in our shoes.
lyin^ boasts, misrepresentations, false promises,
nambuco, and discerned a lump on the well- j
and pretentions of
And GILES, BROTHER & CO., 142 Lake Street, Chicago, III.
NERVOUS
I
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
monarch." of salt pans, the lords of the fur- known ltoeas lteef, which he made out to be
who know little of the nature and character of Special
nace.
DISEASES.
HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate.
a hut.
Drawing nearer he discerned a sigDiseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged
And roostn*" of bread-crumbs to Congress return
<
nal of distress, composed of a seaman's stripHflgfcPWATcii NY. 1080, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark. Frederic Atherton A Co., Marion. N. J./* manufactured by I'nited States Wateli Co
oi Institutions oi Colleges, which never existed
Diplomas
Its;
Its Effects are
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I
!'• Fun i:mu:\, I .ale Register 1'. s. TrouMin
New York, Jan 17,1870.
Magical.
Dead, how obtained, unknown; not only assuming and
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UTICA, N. X ret). H, 18<0.
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No.
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ialis, often effecting a perfect cure in a single day. No berated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived
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per month. Have been travelling through different
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!
by
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t
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Co.,
ot the country, ft out New York to (mlvaston. I
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system,
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ot Whitney \ twice, 17’.*
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Put it gave veil hack
Perluine, e'en m death.
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These Words.

STATES

OF

THE

WATCH

COMPANY,

GILES, WALES & CO.,

UNITED STATES WATCH CO.,
MANUFACTURERS WSSSSfr WATCHES, PENDANT

NEURALGIA,

KE¥

Wholesale Rooms, 13 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
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■

...

>

11IIKHTCTI

1870

1870

WlIIMTiEltK

■

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

XEW

Instant Relief from Pain!

Grand

Trunk

g

S

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R, R,
«

g

—

;S

Unfailing Eve Preservers.

—

Quickest and Easiest Route to Boston!

loity

Perfected

Spectacles

Phthisic!

NATURE'S

Phthisic !

I

TO FEMALES

*IN

«

I

DELICATE

HEALTH,

VEGETINE

■Independent

(

Purely

1

NATURES REMEDY.

I

Itutter.

Sc]

H

Cheese,

Eggs,

<

1

Poultry, Maple Sugar, Honey, &c., &c.,

■

Hcto JJtffrfrtiscments

_

P

WAMTEII!-Ageiitn

SHADES,

■

PATENTS.

LATEST

STYLES.

A

nKl*<

For Mt.

Machias.

Very

Low.

..

HENRY HEIMS,

Newspaper

TRUNKS!

TRUNKS!!

Advertising.

«

TRUNKS

Great Medical

Styles,

WHEREAS

tone
—

MEN WANTED FOR THE RAILROAD.

Discovery

